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28 Good Wood

Warm, classic, and enduring are words
commonly used to describe wood floor-
ir>g. Find out why via this look at its his
tory and evolution.
By l^AN Ccx)PER

40 Looking UpVictorian-era embellishments often
appeared on ceilings in the form of dec
orative medallions. They can make for
unforgettable rooms, especially when
combined with complementary vintage
paint palettes.
By John Crosby Freeman

44 lighting by Room
So many lighting options exist today—
where do you begin to choose? Start
with these concrete suggestions, orga
nized by room.
By the OHJ Editorial Staff

48 Style: Whimsy by the Sea
The seaside town of Ocean Grove, New
Jersey, is a picture-perfect catalog of
Stick Style architecture.
By James C. Massey and

Shirley Maxwell

Two empty nesters chip away at the restoration of their Louisiana
house one room at a time.
By Deborah Burst

Old'House Insider

5 6 Victorian Revisited
A Queen Anne's once-muddled interior gets turned back in time.

By Demetra Aposporos
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Do it the hard way, or the HYDE® way.

Suck up drywall dust with your wet/dry vac, not your
lungs, with a HYDE® Dust-free Drywall Sander.

For a better finish, start with HYDE.®
hydetools.com • 800-872-4933

Circle 036 on Free Information Card
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8 Editor's Note

Stories & Stewardship
20 i8Historic Retreats

Once an early 20th- 
century political hangout, 
the Heidelberg Hotel in 
Baton Rouge, Louisiana, is 
now a dramatic Art Deco 
destination.
By Deborah Burst

12 About the House
Where smartphones and 
historic preservation meet; 
plus, a window style re
source and two new books 
on iconic buildings.
By Clare M. Alexander

Tools & Materials
New selections for roofs 
and floors, and a versatile 
tool for tackling home 
projects.
By the OHJ Editorial 
Staff

10 Letters
Readers offer a solution 
for repurposing exterior 
doors and a safety tip for 
table saws.

2619 Period Products
Refresh your kitchen, bath
room, or entryway with 
these traditional finds.
By Clare M. Alexander

Old-House8o Remuddling Toolbox
The stud finder is a standby 
tool with a host of newly 
updated features.
By Noelle Lord Castle

14 AskOHJ A Colonial Revival's 
untimely demise.When vintage doorknobs 

stop working, knowing 
how to troubleshoot com
mon problems can make 
them good as new again. 
By Bill Rigby

78 A Page from 
History
As one ad makes clear, 
postwar basement rooms 
hit a high note in form, 
function, and fun.
By Bo SuLUVAN

54 Restore It Right
Installing a new stair rail 
can be a snap, if you follow 
these easy steps.
By the OH) Editorial 
Staff

16 Preservation 
Perspectives
The Building Doctor 
program of the Ohio State 
Preservation Office drops 
by to diagnose old-house 
ailments.
By Demetra Aposporos
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l^ABA RONJ

Restoration & Maintenan
ABATRON'S building, restoration and maintenance products 
excel at meeting tough challenges. They have been specified 
for over two decades by architects, government agencies, 
builders and other professionals for a multitude of 
applications. The products are based on epoxies, urethanes, 

ryJics and other materials in wide ranges of viscosity, 
hardness, flexibility, thermal, chemical and mechanical 
properties. Below are product highlights:

OCRETEWoodEpa
ac

For FREE CATALOG call 1-800-445-1754

Wood Restoration
WoodEpox*: Structural, non-shrinking 
adhesive paste Is used In any thickness to 
fill and replace missing wood.
LiquidWood’^: Liquid, penetrating 
consolidant for restoring strength and 
function to rotted or spongy wood.
Both LiquidWood^ and WoodEpox- 
permanently restore windows, columns, 
clapboards, logs and most rigid surfaces. Restoration of rotted window is easy and cost-effective.

Stone, Concrete, Masonry Restoration
AboCrete: Permanently repairs and 
resurfaces concrete. Fills cracks and bonds 
broken sections.
AboWeld 55-1: Slump-resistant structural 
paste repairs and reshapes stairs, statuary 
and vertical surfaces.
Abojet*: Structural crack-injection resins 
that permanently weld back together 
foundation walls, columns, etc. Prevent 
water infiltration.

Abojet bonds structural walls.Abocrete can be used to replace missing concrete.

Moidmaking and Casting Compounds

MasterMold' 12-3: Non-toxic 
polyurethane paste for flexible, large and 
small molds. Can be applied on site.
MasterMold-12-8: Liquid 12-3 for 
making pourable molds.

Woodcast: Lightweight interior/exterior 
casting compound.

1
s’ « K
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MasterMold can reproduce capitals, structural and decorative components, statuary and other 
patterns precisely and cost-effectively.

Structural Adhesives, Protective Coatings, Sealants, Caulks

Abocoat and Abothane Series:
Protective coatings for floors, walls, 
tanks and tubs.
Wide selection of adhesives and 
sealants for most environments. Meets 
specifications for composites, structural 
and decorative components, indoors & 
outdoors. Orde 003 on Free Information Card

ssm QSth Ave.. Kenosha. Wl 53144 USA Tel: 1-262-653-2000 www.abatron.com
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Speaking Victorian
Victorian-era houses (particularly of the Stick Style, like the 
above and starting on page 48) are notable for their wide vari
ety of ornamentation, all of which can be described with 
very specific terms. Don't know a bracket from a bargeboard? 
Brush up on Victorian architectural lingo with our pictorial 
glossary, and get ready to impress your spouse on your next 
evening walk around the neighborhood.

one

some

TURN OF THE CENTURY

LIGHTING
ESTAIUISHED

Top Knobs
Restoring antique lighting is our 

passion, our expertise and our 

specially. Visit our online showroom 

to view the finest selection of 

unique and distinctive antique lighting 

in North America. From Victorian to 

An Deco and Industrial, we have 

an outstanding array of chandeliers, 

wall sconces, table lamps floor lamps 

and exceptional antiques.

If you have an old doorknob that's not working, you'll find all 
the tricks you need to repair it on page 14. If your house's origi
nal knobs have gone completely missing, on the other hand, 
head online to browse our guide to the best doorknob styles 
for old houses. From creamy white porcelain to sparkly cut 
glass, you're sure to find something that fits your house's style.

Wood Advice
Hardwood floors are a beautiful component of any old house— 
their history stretches back to the earliest American homes (as 
you'll find out on page 28). But wood floors have their fair share 
of issues, too, from worn-down finishes to squeaking boards. 
Over the years, OHJ has collected a wealth of advice on deal
ing with common hardwood floor problems, and we've pulled 
together the best of it for a special online compendium.

FREE SHIPPING 1.888.527.1825 WWW.TOCL.CA
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THE
DESIGNER

CRAFTSMEN
SHOW

The Greater Philadelphia
HISTORIC HOME SHOW

The resource for Restoring, Renovating and Preserving 
our Nations Architectural Heritage

The event for anyone who loants to know 
how to create, decorate, learn, preserve, 

restore, renovate ajicl display onr Nation's 
Architectural History. This sho^t; is 

an invaluable tool for both 
pro/essionoLs and homeowners!

OF
Greater Philadelphia

The Designer Craftsmen Shoto celebrates 
t/ic most time-hmwred Americari craftsmen 
and features the highest- quality fine art, 
traditiomd crafts, contemporary folk art, 

museum-quality replicas, original artworks, 
and firw furniture reproductions.

Valley Forge Convention Center 
Valley Forge, PennsylvaniaA 7

March 8-10,2013
OPENING NIGHT 
PREVIEW PARTY
Friday, March 8, 2013 

6pni -
Admission: $20 per pevst^n

SHOW DATES
Saturday, March 9, 2013 

10am - 5pm

Sunday, March 10, 2013 
11am - 4pm

Admission: $12 per persem
children 18 <ind under iKunnpiinieJ In u piiid adult are tree.

No stTiillen* or cameras pemiirtcxl rlw slunv llixws.

Qice insitle the sliows. enjoy FREE intoniiiitive workshops, watch 
educational demonstrations and shop hard'tO'find peiitKl items, 

specialty restoration prtxlucts. seivices and more!

For more information visit 
HistoricHomeShows.com or call 

800.782.1253 for more information.
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editor’s note____
Unchanged Memories
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I RECENTLY ATTENDED the 90th birthday party of the first 
persem to grow up In my house. She and her 85-year-old 
brother, who was visiting from San Francisco, regaleil me 
with stories c/ their childhood in my home, back when it 
was brand new. I learned that the original owner came from 
farming stock and wanted to build an elegant house after 
finishing law schtxil, and also that a pc«iy txice traijised 
through our kitchen! The stories reminded me that we 
really are just caretakers of our okJ houses, with a duty to 
maintain them pn>perly so future generations can enjoy 
them as we do.

These great remembrances also highlight the importance erf what we do here 
at the magazine—help people sustain old buildings—and arrive on the eve of 
OHJ’s 40th anniversary. Don’t ftxget tliat I want to hear from you—abtHii your 
priHjdest restoration projects, your biggest cliallenges, and how OHJ has helped 
guide yexj tlmnigh them. We’ll launch our anniversary coverage in the next 
issue, hut it’s not ttx> socm to start sending us yxxir stwies orxl photographs. The 
pictures—preferably with you in them—are impt)rtant, as we’ll he publishing a 
special parade of reader homes later next year.

Your stories always remind me that nx»t OHJ articles begin with a problem 
that needs solving. Take this issue’s Ask OHJ, for example, prompted by a reader 
Itxiking to fine-tune misbehaving d(x>rkm>lis (see page 14). Or Restore It Right, 
which explains how to install a handrail (page 54)- Other articles in this issue, 
about ceiling medallions anti wcxxl flcxiring, offer up the broad-based historical 
background and practical tips we’ve come to be known for (see “Lcx)king Up, 
page 40, and “GtxxJ Wixxl,” page 28). And I always manage to learn something 
new from the processes our Old-House Living and Insider homeowners go 
through, like how the right William Morris wallpaper can unify the two floors 
surrounding a grand staircase (see 01d-H(xi.se Insider, page 56). In the end, 
that’s what it’s all about—getting the information we need to keep our houses 
going in the right direction and txjtfitted in perkxl sc>de.

I can’t express how happy the birthday girl’s brother, Jimmy, was to tour my 
house the day after the party and discover that it remained virtually unchanged 
from his childhcxxl memories. (Turns out Jimmy is the person responsible for 
saving all the architectural drawings and Kx>klets I treasure so much.) So I'll 
take this c>pjx)rtunity to say it again: Happy birthday, Barbara Hayes. I hope 
my children have the chance to come back 70 years from now and see how 
wmderfully preservetl this house is, and recall their menxTries of running (if 
not pony-riding) through the kitchen. And 
thanks to btxh Barbara and Jimmy for rein
forcing the importance of gcxxl t)ld-hixise 
stew~ardship.
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Two GREAT Lead based Paint Strippers!■ WWW Made from soybeans!

100% Biodegradable • Easy Clean Up • Removes MULTIPLE layers
These two great lead based paint strippers are a great addition to your store for your customers. They 
contain no methylene chloride, are not alkaline based strippers and each cleans up easy with a degreaser 
or water. Unlike traditional strippers, SOY*Gel and LEAD OUT let your customers work without the odor 
indoors or outdoors for a guaranteed safe restoration process!

Franmar’sSOY*
Paint & Urethane Remover Lead Paint Remediator/Remover

Franmar’s LEAD OUT is a new exciting lead based 
paint remover that renders lead paint nonhazard- 
ous for safe removal. LEAD OUT uses a special 
patented system that reacts with lead at the 
molecular level to alter the lead compound to a 
nonhazardous compound permanently. The result 
is a simple and affordable way to safely remove 
lead-paint.

SOY'Gel Is designed to remove multiple layers of 
virtually any type of coating. Gel formulated for 
easy use on horizontal and vertical surfaces. 
During the removal of lead based paint, lead 
becomes encapsulated in the gel, preventing air 
born lead particles, allowing for safe and easy 
disposal. Our tried and true paint stripper SOY*Gel 
is a customer favourite for any restoration job!

Lead paint removed from an eariy 1900 s home in Chicago
t- Restored antique kitchen cabinet

ieadout
Multiple layers of old varnish removed

Heavy metal paint bridge restoration

sold in quarts, gallons, 2 gallons, 5 gallons*4sold in quarts, gallons, 2.5 gallons, and 5 gallons**

Circle 029 on Free Information Card

FRANMAR Call Today!
800-538-5069 www.franmar.comGAe*nicxiy
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A New Convert
As a brand-new subscriber to 
Old-House Journal, I wanted 
to let you know how much I 
have fallen in love with it! It 
makes me sad to know that it 
has been around for decades, 
and I wasn’t even aware of it.
I was also saddened to hear of 
the death of your publisher,
Laurie Vedeler Sloan. I feel like 
I have lost a friend just from reading the brief tribute that 
was written about her.

Keep up the great work—you’ve made a reader out of this 
girl. My husband is not too pleased because I have years of 
projects lined up for us now, thanks to your inspiring magazine!

Elizabeth Hurd 

Via email
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Burning Question
In the article “Brew 
City Beauty'
House Living, October/ 
November], the pictures 
show iron inserts in the 
house’s Italianate fireplac
es. Are they original to the 
house? If not, can you tell 
me where the owners found 
them?

tigiTr 2
mm

lOld-

Cirde 046 on Free Information CardT

Wood Products. Inc.

Heart Pinet Black Walnut
Mahogany I jq

Red Oak feHard^H
Rubberwood f Douglas Fir

j Alder Cherry "o ""lyp'tuli Soft Maple

Gregory May 
Via email

We checked with, homeotvner Steve Bialk, who reports that the inserts 

are original to the house. However, you can find fireplace surrounds 
in similar styles at the Victorian Fireplace Shop: gascoals.com. -Eds.

(D

q: Cities Bound
I live in Minnesota, but I have f 
only been to the Twin Cities 
twice. After reading your 
article on Minneapolis and 
St. Paul [My Town, October/ 
Novemberl, I’m making plans 
to go just to visit these houses. § 
They are beautiful!

We offer our products in a wide variety of wood types... 
another way we strive to make your project hassle free.

NEW ADDITIONS INCLUDE: 
Heart Pine, Tiger Maple, Douglas Fir

I

3Bobby W. Parker §
Z

Via OldHouseOnline.com i[£866.963.5602
www.dininglegs.com
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Reader Tip of the Month
When we repurposed old exterior pine 
doore as bedroom doors, we covered 
the deadbolt holes with a small pine 
rectangle on the front and back. We 
took a I4"'thick piece of tongue-and- 
groove pine and cut biscuit corners 
and routed a beveled edge on it, then 
attached it to the door with wood 
glue and small finish nails. Visually, 
it blends in better than foreign circles of inserted wood—and 
it beats a flimsy pseudo-colonial door any day!

Mai & Greg

Via M)iOldHou.seC)?:lme.L-om

Got a great tip to share with other old-house lovers? Let us 
know at OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.

Safety Note
As an amateur carpenter and restorer of an 1861 townhouse, 
1 have a comment on the article about restoring molding 
[Restore It Right, October/November]. In the second photo,

the table saw is shown 
without the guard. Maybe 
the guard wouldn’t fit with 
the blade so close to the 
fence, but it is not good 
practice. In addition, I 

' i wouldn’t put my hands 
I much closer to the blade 
I than shown, guard or no 
I guard. I would use two 

push sticks, one near the 
blade to keep the board against the fence, and another at the 
back of the piece to push it into the saw. I would also lower 
the blade on the table saw if I were using the saw table as a 
bench, especially if the guard is to remain off. It’s too easy 
to nick your right forearm on the sharp teeth of the blade.

Robert W. Timmerman 

Boston, MassacKusetts

; 'sa:.--.

From the phocographer: “You are correct that the guard would not fit 
The photo didn’t show the push sticks used to sa/ely guide the wood 

clear of the blade. On the longer lengths of backer material, I also 

used Feather Loc units to help keep the wood close to the fence.” -Eds.

Send your letters to OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubsxom, or Old- 
House Journal, 4125 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 
20151. We reserve the right to edit letters for content and clarity.

OLD-HOUSE JOURNAL JANUARY 2013 11www.oldhouseonline.com



Rhoiit the house
By Clare M. Alexander

CALENDAR ON THE RADAR

Getting SmarterDECEMBERS 
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 

Artisans' Ball 
Celebrate the 30th 

anniversary of Artistic 
License—the Bay Area 

group of artisans dedicat
ed to historical design— 

with a holiday gala to 
benefit restoration of the 
Ruth Williams Memorial 
Theater at the Bayview 

Opera House. 
artisansball.org

As technology advances, so does the way historic 
preservation organizations promote their archi
tectural resources. First there were mp3 players, 
which helped to transform the standard historic 
district walking tour from a paper brochure into 
an easily downloadable audio format. Now that 
smartphones have reached a critical mass, many 
preservation organizations are using their myriad 
features to present information in a new way. | 

Take, for example, the “Picture Deadwot>d’s | 
Past” and “Picture Rapid City’s Past” programs | 
recently launched in South Dakota. The programs S 
posted QR codes in the windows of historic down- 5 
town buildings; when you take a picture of one with = 
your smartphone, you’ll be able to see a picture of 
the same building as it looked a century ago. “It’s 
kind of a neat sensation to stand on the sidewalk

DECEMBERS 
SCHWENKSVILU:, PA 

Victorian Christmas 
Open House 

Observe the holidays 
Victorian-stylG at the 18th- 
century country estate of 
Pennypacker Mills. Enjoy 
vintage decorations, a 

bell-choir serenade, and 
costumed historians par
ticipating in traditional 

holiday rituals. (610) 287- 
9349; historicsites. 

montcopa.org

QR codes posted in Rapid City, South Dakota's historic 
buildings call up century-old photos.

and see a Model T Ford or a horse and buggy parked 
in front of the building where you’re having your 
latte,” says Dan Daly of TDG Communications, the 
firm that produced the two programs.

ronment as they might in a museum.”
When you use a Curatescape map to navigate 

an area, you’ll see clickable buttons at specific loca
tions, which offer historical photos and detailed 

Other organizations have taken advantage of information about the buildings there. So far, 
smartphones’ GPS and mapping features to create Curatescape has been used to develop apps for 
interactive walking tours. “The landscape is so six cities, including Baltimore, Cleveland, and New 
full of meaning, but we don’t always have ways to Orleans, with several more in the works, 
educate people about it,” says Dr. Mark Tebeau, While the technology might be new, says 
a history professor at Cleveland State University Tebeau, the basic framework is the same as 
who helped to develop Curatescape, a map-based always—interesting stories. “The apps work
app that historic preservation organizations can best when they do good storytelling,” he says, 
use to create customized walking tours. “This tool “Preservationists still need to tell people a really 
allows preservationists to curate the outdoor envi- powerful story that connects them to the place.”

JANUARY 4-5 
RIVERSIDE, CA 

Twelfth Night 
Celebration 

Pay homage to a 
Victorian-era Riverside tra

dition at this roving dirv 
ner party, which features 
ftjlly decorated historic 

homes, period-style attire, 
and carriage rides. (951) 

686-2737; oldriverside.org

JANUARY 25- 
FEBRUARY 3 

NEW YORK, NY 
Winter Antiques Show 

The 59th year of this 
annual show at the Park 
A\«nue Armory brirtgs 
together 73 carefully 

curated antiques dealers, 
plus an exhibit of fine and 
decorative arts from the 
legendary mansions of 
Newport, Rhode Island.

(718) 292-7392: 
winlerantiquesshow.com

OLD-HOUSE RESOURCE

Window Shopping
If your house has been remuddled with cheap replacement windows, one 
ofthe best ways to bring backitsoriginalcharacterisbysubbinginthetype 
of windows that would have been there originally. But in the absence of 
photos or blueprints, how do you know what they might have looked like? 
Andersen Windows' new Style Library can give you a clue. Developed in 
conjunction with restoration architects, the site gives a broad overview of 10 differ
ent historical styles—from Georgian and Tudor to bungalows and ranches—with 
suggested windows, doors, and hardware for each one. To browse the library, visit 
andersenwindows.com/a-serles/style-library.

I « itfa
3Tudor is one of 10 

styles represented in 
Andersen's guide.

8
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BOOKS IN BRIEF

I that was severe
ly damaged in a 

j 1994 earthquake.
I With meticulous

detail and aided 
by historic photo
graphs and archi
tectural drawings, 
Chusid walks read
ers through the 
construction of the

n the years following World War 
II, modernism took a firm hold on 

Americas public consciousness—but 
despite its celebrated status, examples 
of high-siyle modernist residences were 
primarily concentrated in small pock
ets. Given its proximity to cutting-edge 
Manhattan, it’s not surprising that Long 
Island became one of these hotbeds of 
mid-century modern residential archi
tecture. In Long Island Modernism; 
I930-J980, author Caroline Rob Zaleski 
thoroughly chronicles the rise and fall of 
modernism in New York City’s suburban 
enclave. Featuring case studies on 25 
architects (including such marquee names 
as Philip Johnson, Richard Neutra, and 
Marcel Breuer), the book serves not only 
as a tour through the great modern houses

I
S L A N DLONG

MODERNISM
^ 93 0-1 980 I CAROLINE (OR ZAlESd

of Long Island, but also as an
introtluction to the iconic forms of mid

house, its subsequent alterations, and the 
extraordinary efforts to return it to its 
original form. More than just a restora
tion story, Saving Wright explores key ques- 

-like how to respect the integrity of

century modernism.
Many would argue that Frank Lloyd 

Wright’s forward-thinking architecture 
paved the way for the modernist movement 
in America. In Saving Wright, author Jeffery 
M. Chusid chronicles the struggle to restore 
Wright’s Freeman House in Los Angeles, 
an experimental textile-block structure

tions-
a budding while making it functional for 
today’s world—that are at the heart of the 
historic-preservation debate.

▼Circle 024 on Free Information Card
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ask ohj Latch Bolt

LEFTiTo repair 
old doorknobs 
and locks, start by 
learning a few key

My old house has lots of
* stuck doorknob mechanisms
* on both Interior and exterior 

doors. Is there an easy fix? parts.

SpindleLipBill Rigby: No one gives much 
4 thought to doorknobs or their 
♦ accompanying mechanisms until 

they stop working. But once you understand a 
bit about the anatomy of door hardware, you can 
perform many fixes yourself.

On most door locks, there are two bolts 
that come through the fece. The bolt with the 
slanted end is called a latch bolt, and it’s acti
vated by turning the knobs; an internal spring 
retracts it when the door closes. The slant on the 
latch bolt rides up the lip of the strike (located 
on the door jamb) until the bolt falls into a 
hole in the strike. It provides minimal security 
designed simply to keep the door shut. If there’s 
a second rectangular bolt, it’s the deadbolt, 
which must be extended and retracted manu
ally by turning a key or thumb turn, and offers 
a bit more security.

If you have a door problem, the lock may 
not always be to blame. When houses settle, 
the strike may no longer align with the bolts, 
or the hinges may have come loose, resulting 
in a door that won’t stay closed. Also check for 
paint buildup—many locks and hir^es can be 
hindered by coats of paint.

If btjlts no longer work and the paint’s not 
at fault, remove the lock and investigate further. 
Remove the knobs by undoii^ the small screw on 
the side of the knob sharrk (don't lose it!). Once 
the screw is removed, the knob will either pull 
off or unscrew from the spindle (the ^le" square 
iron rod connecting rhe two knobs). The other 
knob can remain on the spindle, but as you push 
the spindle through the doo^ spacer washers may 
fall out—save these, too. If there is a thumb turn 
plate, remove that, too.

With the knobs out, now is the time to 
remove the two screws from the lock’s face. You 
may need a heat gun to warm and release any 
paint. If it won’t release easily, irtsert the spindle 
or a screwdriver through the knob hub, and rock 
it gendy to ease the lock out of the mortise.

Open the lock by removing the screw (s) 
holding the cover in place, then snap a picture 
or two or make a sketch of what you see to help

u BELOW: Once
opened, the lock 
reveals springs 
that may need

Backset

repair.Strike

Compression Lock Number
Coil Spring

a
I

e
Key Numbers Flat Springs

with reassembly. Look for broken parts anywhere 
in the lock. These may be small, but they are 
critical; set them aside. Any misshapen or broken 
parts may need to be repaired or replaced.

You’ll also need to measure and record 
details of the knob hub (the casting with the 
square hole that holds the spindle), the spacing 
(the vertical distance from the center of the hub 
to the center of the round part of the keyhole), 
and the backset (the horizontal distance from 
the center of the round part of the keyhole to 
the face of the lock or door edge). Most locks 
came with various backsets and spacings, so 
these measurements are critical for getting the 
right internal parts.

Most dfxx’knob problems start with a bro
ken spring. (The remaining problems stem from

someone fixing the lock incorrectly, installing the 
wrong spring, or installing it improperly.) Springs 
break because they are fatigued or the lock was 
never lubricated.

It’s possible to get some spring stock from a 
hardware store and make new springs yourself. 
An antique hardware specialist can make you 
new springs for about $20, or may have a supply 
of parts to replace broken ones. You can have 
the lock straightened, cleaned, and lubricated, 
too. For an additional fee, the lock face can be 
restored to its original finish.

If you need parts, you’ll need some impor
tant information. Search for a maker's name 
or a number cast into the body of the lock; a 
three- or four-digit number refers to a catalog 
number. (A number on the face usually refers

Have questions about your old house? We'd love to answer them in future issues. Please send your questions to Ask OHJ, 4125 Lafayette Center Dr., 
Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 20151 or by email toOHJEdltorial@homebuyerpubs.com.
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We know dd houses

MORE QUESTIONS ANSWERED
A: Why not take down the door and put 
V-shaped brass weatherstripping across

It sort of works, and is priced low enough 
to encourage experimentation. -Ken

My original front door has no 
storm, and I'm getting a signifi
cant draft beneath it—the bottom thebottom?Thatshould seal any gap, and

sinceyourthresholdissohighoffthefloor, A: I had the same problem, and I used
the brass won't get caught on anything as metal interlocking weatherstripping; I 
it sweeps. -John think this is the best weatherstripping

for an old home. The interlocking door 
A: My wifegot one of those cloth "snakes." sweeps work well. -Christopher

gaps by Vi" in places. I'm loath to install a 
new storm, which would look horrible on 
my 1860s Victorian. Any ideas for period- 
friendly draft dodgers? The door sill is 
about V” higher than the floor. -Richard

ro A key.) Thar and your picture of the open 
lock should be enough for a professional to 
analyze the problem,

Once the lock’s parts are all in working 
order, apply a little lightweight grease on the 
hub's ears and medium lubricating oil on any 
other moving parts. Get the oil from any hard
ware store—don’t use WD-40, as it is not a 
lubricant. Use oil sparingly, and don’t lubricate 
the deadbolt, as oil here tends to transfer to 
the key, and you don’t want an oily key in your 
pocket. Graphite has always been a favorite of 
locksmiths for smaller moving parts, although 
it won’t prevent rusting like oil does. Pop the 
cover on and try the knob and key; the lock 
should be working.

Before reinstalling the lock, take the oppor
tunity to clean up the dcx)r edge, knobs, and 
escutcheons. Then press the lock back inn^ the 
mortise and replace the screws. Next, install 
the knobs—alignment is key; the spindle must 
remain perpendicular to the door face for ntaxi- 
mum lifespan of the whole assembly.

Then install the knobs and replace the 
spacer washers. Make sure everything fits tight
ly—loose kirobs wear out the escutcheons, loose 
escutcheons wear out the hubs, and worn hubs 
won’t work the latch bolts.

Finally, reset the strike so the holes line up 
with the bolts, adjusting the strike mortise in 
the jamb if necessary. Sk

Bill Rigby has been a restor
er for 40 years, and sup- 

} ^ plies original stock builders' 
hardware through the Wm.

t
, J. Rigby Co. He's currently 

I working on an 1880s rail- 
I way car for a museum.

y

Need to replace a doorknob? Consult our 
guide to the best knobs for old houses.

OLOHOUSEtw/me ®
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ives
without a vapor barrier and now my 
paint is failing; what can I do?”

DA: Ever been stumped?
MP: If we’re stumped, we take the infor
mation and shoot some photographs, 
then research it back at the office. We 
always try to provide an answer.

DA: What guides your content?
MP: We pass out evaluations at every 
seminar to determine how effective 
we’re being and to help guide the con
tent. From these evaluations grew our 
“FastFacts,” free little fact sheets that 
are a quick hit of how-to information. 
We’ve done them on how to paint, 
repoint masonry, rehabilitate windows, 
even deal with ivy and carpenter ants.

Healing Houses DA: How many cities get clinics?
MP: This year we had eight. We 
only hold them between March and 
November, because we like to go 
when it’s still warm enough to rain 
—it’s hard to judge moisture issues 
when things are frozen. We select 
clinics for the upcoming season 
by Thanksgiving, and registration 
begins March 1. Though the com
munities help co-sponsor the clinics, 
seminars and site visits are free to 
attendees.

The Building Doctor program run by Ohio’s 
State Historic Preservation Office includes site 
visits to diagnose old-house ailments. Techni
cal Preservation Services Manager Mariangela 
Zingrone Pfister explains.
By Demetra Aposporos

Clinics composed of an evening seminar 
and site visits the next day. The first clinic 
was held in 1979 in Portsmouth.

DEMETRA APOSPOROS: What is the Build
ing Doctor program?
MARIANGELA PFISTER: It’s a series of edu
cational outreach clinics geared to address 
the maintenance and preservation needs 
of historic buildings, and includes up to 
10 site visits within each community. The 
program has been extremely popular, and 
we’re quite proud of it. We are the only 
State Historic Preservation Office in the 
country that operates this kind of program.

DA: How do you select your locations?
MP: That’s challenging, because we 
generally have more requests than 
we can handle. A community has to 
request a clinic and demonstrate that 
they have pre-1955 properties in need 
of our Building Doctors. I’ll ask them to 
explain how the clinic will benefit the 
community and how they’ll be able to 
support and promote it so people will 
attend the seminar. While the site vis
its are extremely valuable, the seminar 
reaches the most people.

DA: What does it cover?
MP: The early seminars dealt a lot with the 
theory and the philosophy of preservation, 
but evolved into a more how-to presenta
tion. Building Doctor seminars address 
the maintenance and preservation of all 
aspects of historic buildings, from the roof 
to the foundation, in two hours. 1

DA: How did it come about?
MP: We were looking for a way to reach 
underserved owners of historic properties 
in communities lacking the resources to 
hire architectural historians. Our office 
decided to conduct Building Doctor

DA: Is there a Q & A component?
MP: Yes, and it’s huge. People look to us 
for answers, and sometimes bring us really 
specific problems. We’ve had people ask 
things like, “I installed sidewall insulation

I

For more information, visit oKiohistory.org.
E
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Wood Flooring Classically Designed
Made in Maine m Hand Crafted

rt? Eco Friendly
it:

Medallions &
Real

wood
floors
locally
milled

V-J Full Ceiling Patterns

by
trusted
family

craftsmen
LH CAGQ

A.E. Sampson Son
800-769-6196

www.decoratorssupply.com

(800)792-2093
Maine’s finest natural wood flooring

www.aesanipsonandson.com Since 1883 • Family Owned
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Allied Window, Inc.

Window has a strong commitment to high

QUALITY CUSTOM STORM WINDOWS ^THE CAPABILITY TO MEET 
THE NEEDS OF AN^' HOME OR OTHER BUILDING WITH SINGLE GLASS

Interior ^ Exterior Windows 
Custom Colors, Custom Screens ^ Special Shapes 

Historic, Residential ^ Commercial Buildings 
Energy Savings—Approximately 

Sound Reduction —Up to 50js^

(■

mil Canal Road, Cincinnati, Ohio 45241 www.aUiedwindow.coni/oh) • 800.445.5411 • fax: 513.559.1883

r3 'h.

ill h I
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tools & materials
Our editors pick the best products to make your old-^house projects easier.

Solid Footing
Cork flooring has a reputation for being many things: warm and 
springy underfoot, easy to maintain, sound-absorbing—not to 
mention environmentally friendly, too. Expanko's new Heirloom 
series offers commercial-quality, '/i' thick. Class 1 fire-rated solid 
cork flooring, a durable product that boasts easy glue-down instal
lation. Tfie same tiles have weathered use in a variety of public 
installations for some 70 years, like this herringbone floor in the 
library of Easton, Pennsylvania’s Lafayette College. Available in 
three colors (light, medium, and dark) and two standard sizes, 12"
X 12" or 24" X 24", for $6 per square foot (custom cuts available for 
a small upcharge). Call (800) 345-6202, or visit expanko.com.

Drive Time
For homeowners tackling a variety of basic projects, a multi
tasking tool can be a godsend. The 3-In-1 3RILL from 
Rockwell combines three tools in one powerful, lightweight 
package. With 800 pounds of torque, the 3RILL can be used 
as a screwdriver with adjustable clutch, a two-speed drill/driver, 
or an impact driver. Its Energy Star-rated 12-volt lithium battery 
recharges in just 30 minutes, and the charger also has a handy 
USB port that can charge laptops or cell phones at your work 
site. The tool's soft-grip handle is comfortable to use and helps 
minimize vibrations. Whether you're driving bolts or lag screws, 
or drilling holes in metal or wood, this one tool has you cov
ered. $179.99. Call (866) 514-7625, or visit rockwelltools.com.

View on Top
When you think about manufactured slate, you probably don't 
irn^^gine personalized colors, but that's exactly what DaVinci 
offers on their Bellaforte and Multi-Width slate. The custom 
blends can be used to match nearby roofs, paint, or other 
features. The polymer tiles—which come with a patented 
fastening system for easy installation and maximum wind 
resistance—can be made to match any color. Turnaround time 
is approximately two months, start to finish, and a 15- to 20- 
percent premium applies for the service, depending on the 
colors chosen. Bellaforte slate runs $600 to $700 per roofing 
square, and Multi-Width slate (shown on the turret) is $700 to 
$1,000, Call (855) 299-5301, or visit davinciroofscapes.com.
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period productst
By Clare M. Alexander

Refresh your kitchen, bathroom, or entryway with these traditional finds.

Back to SchoolOpening Statement
Simple frame-and-panel front 
doors have been a mainstay since 
the earliest American houses, if 
your original front door is tong 
gone, Simpson Door's Nantucket 
collertion can help bring a sense 
of history back to your entryway. 
Constructed with traditional 
mortise-and-tenon joinery out 
of one of four weather-resistant 
hardwoods (black locust, Nootka 
cypress, Sapele mahogany, or 
Douglas fir [shown]), the Nantucket 
is available in several different solid 
and glazed profiles. Douglas fir 
doors start at $650. Call (800) 746- 
7766, or visit simpsondoor.com.

Retro-inspired schoolhouse 
lights have become a 
must-have for early 
20th-century kitch
ens. WAC Lighting's 
new Milford pendant 
offers an energy- 
efficient spin on the tried- 
and-true concept—behind 
the Milford's traditional milky 
glass shade is a 12-volt LED bulb that 
uses just 5.6 watts of electricity to shine as 
brightly as a 45-watt incandescent bulb. If 
you need to hang multiple pendants (say, 
above an island), WAC's Quick Connect system 
makes installing them a breeze. $579.95. Call 
(800) 526-2588, or visit waclighting.com.

Filler Up
Glamour is the name of the game when outfitting an Art Deco- 
era bath. Combining a traditional profile with a dramatic color 
palette, the new Style Moderne collection from British bathroom 
manufacturer Samuel Heath delivers an era-appropriate shot of 
elegance to 1920s baths. The tub filler's telephone-style shower 
attachment and cross-handles are early 20th-century classics; the 
sharp geometric angles and shiny jet-black-and-chrome color 
scheme add a sophisticated Deco slant. $3,986. Call (212) 599- 
SI 77, or visit samuel-heath.com.

Hammered Time
Although early 20th-century baths were simple, all-white affairs, 
many bungalow homeowners today are incorporating other popular 
elements from the Arts & Crafts movement—from quarter-sawn oak 
to hand-hammered copper—into their bathroom revivals. With its 
variegated texture and darkened patina. Native Trails'Maestro Lotus 
sink provides the perfect complement to an Arts & Crafts revival 
bathroom awash in hand-hewn materials. Plus, it's got another great 
modern twist: It's made entirely from recycled copper. $828. Call 
(800) 786-0862, or visit nativetrails.net.
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Hidden architectural gems and custom 
designs restore the character of an iconic 

1920S political hangout.
By Deborah Burst

III M
I

I

Ot\hotel HEIDELBERG
<I U

I oDO
z
oi
zBuilt in 1927 and listed on the | 

National Register of Historic Places, the ? 
hotel once served as a makeshift Capitol |

Oduring a dispute between Long and 3 
Lieutenant Governor Paul Cyr. A newly |

esting along the Mississippi River in the historic district of 
downtown Baton Rouge, the storied Heidelberg Hotel was 
one of the favorite haunts of Huey R Long, the legendary 

Louisiana governor and U.S. Senator known as “The Kingfish.
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ABOVE, LEFT TO RIGHT: The hotel's fa^de was gutted and covered with 
a brick wall during one remodel; restoring it meant replicating original 
window trim. An original exterior wail was uncovered and restored 
near the ballroom. INSET: The hotel as it appeared in the 1930s.

elected senator, Long refused to relinquish his duties as governor, 
prompting Cyr to set up operations in the hotel.

Despite its storied history, the Heidelberg Hotel lay don 
mant for 25 years—until 2006, when a $70-million restoration 
rechristened it as the Hilton Baton Rouge Capitol Center.

Subject to countless renovations over the years before being 
shuttered in the 1970s, most of the hotel's original materials and 
furnishings were long gone. Restoration and architectural details 
were drawn from original blueprints, old photos, details in the 
1930 Old Governor’s Mansion (built by Long) and the Old State 
Capitol, and knowledge of the Art Deco era.
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Architect Buddy Ragland of Coleman 
tSt Partners admits it took some time to 
(earn the bones of the building. He found a 
partial set of blueprints in the basement and 
began comparing the prints to the interior 
structure. One of his team’s first discover
ies was that the lobby had originally been 
an open two-story space with a mezzanine.

“The lobby had been covered up in 
so many renovations we didn’t even know 
the mezzanine existed, but we were able 
to peel it back and get back to the origi
nal form,” Ragland explains, adding that 
the detective work was one of the most 
enjoyable parts of the project. “We would 
find a wall that wasn’t present in the origi
nal plans, and we’d just get dirty, crawl 
around, and see what’s inside.”

They found original architectural 
materials and used them to re-establish,

The 2006 restoration returned the lobby to
its previous incarnation as an elegant two-

story space full of Art Deco flourishes.

..-.I'lts’ fj. M
Get Your

KITCHEN
IDEAS THAT WORK

0623.0201.
KITCHEN IDEAS THAT WORK
This book is full of more than 400 top 
notch ideas for a range of styles and 
sizes of kitchens. Learn how to make 
smart choices about what you really 
want in your kitchen.
Retail $19.95 / SALE $15.95

01031.
BUNGALOWPLANSGETYOURHOUSE RIGHT
Twenty-five bungalow plans that 
illustrate how designers, homeowners 
and builders have reinterpreted the 
bungalow philosophy for a new 
generation. A resource directory of 
designers, architects, builders and 
products completes the book.
Retail $24.95 / SALE $19.95

This book offers practical advice on 
which elements and materials to 
choose in order to achieve a beautiful, 
harmonious, authentic design. You’ll 
also learn how to “read” architectural 
language in every house you see. 
Retail $19.95 / SALE $15.95

homebooksa?id more.
Offer ends January 31,2013 

OHJ0113

B Visit us at HomeBooksAndMore.com or call 800.850.7279.£
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Slaterepair, and replace major components of the building. In the 
lOth'floor ballroom, they uncovered original plasterwork on 
the ceiling that they used as a model for reproductions in the 
lobby. Behind a ballroom wall, they found an arched wall of 
exterior masonry and terracotta tile preserved in its original 
form; it’s now on display in a room adjacent to the ballroom.

Most of the ornate original first-floor facade was missing, 
except for a few pieces of plaster and window trim sandwiched 
in a solid brick wall that had been built over the original fagade 
in the 1950s. “There were Just enough trim pieces to make 
rubber castings so we could replicate it in its original scale and 
proportion,” Ragland says. The windows on the ground-level 
facade now sport copies of their original hoods; the scrollwork 
running along the length of each window was modeled after an 
original piece of trim found on the ballnxtm ceiling.

While original wooden double-hung sash windows were 
too rotten, damaged, or broken to save, they were intact 
enough to provide a template for new energy-efficient wooden 
sash windows. “The mullion profiles and number of divided 
lights all passed the scrutiny in restoring the building to its 
original look,” Ragland says.

Meanwhile, interior designer Lisa Condon of Lisambience 
Design researched Art Deco designs to incorporate in the 
guest rooms. “We used a gazelle print on bolsters for the 
bedding and an organic print on guest room draperies,” she 
says. The lamps and nightstands were custom-designed based on 
1920s and ’30s examples, while the headboard design came from 
Governor Jimmie Davis’ bed in the Old Governor’s Mansion.

The lobby has similar terrazzo flooring to the ballroom

The Incredible Green Building Material
Kitchens • Baths • Flooring • Roofing • Landscaping

Enhances and beautjjies any style home!
Anti-8acterial • Chemical Free • Healthy •_ Stain Resistant * Nontombustible

Family-owned for four generations. Quarried in the U.S.A.

Middle Granville. NY 12849 • 518-642-1280 • Monson, ME 04464 • 207-997-3615

SheldonSlate.com
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Sylvan Brandt, llc
Resawn & Antique Flooring

The Huey P. Long Suite is decorated with reprints of historical photos 
relating to the legendary Louisiana governor.

■I

iu • -/J
•.Nt

Please call or \isit our website for a free brtvhure or sample

756 Rinhsville Road • Lititr.P.A 17543 
717-626-4520 • anbrandt.com

Eco-Friendlv Since I960
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(where it was reproduced based on his
toric photos of the hotel), but with some
additional Art Deco designs. Colors were
drawn from the time period, the Old
Capitol, and the Old Governor’s Mansion.
The sconces in the hallways are modeled
after ones in the Chrysler Building, built
during the same time frame.

Even more research went into deco-

MetalCeilingExpress.com rating the Huey P. Long Suite. Condon 
and Carolyn Bennett, executive direc
tor of the Old Governor’s Mansion, 
went to the historic library at Louisiana 
State University and spent hours sifting 
through boxes of Huey Long photos. 
Reprints of the photos they uncovered 
are scattered throughout the suite, giving 
it a more personal appeal.

“The political pictures went in the 
living area, LSU photos in the kitchen, 
and family snapshots in the bedroom,” 
says Condon, adding that the sage green 
color on the walls was copied from Long’s 
bedroom in the Old Governor’s Mansion.

The 1920s flair continues in the 
Kingfish Bar, which is furnished with 
vibrant tufted fabric in geometric designs 
and curtains draped in cut glass tubing. 
As you sip on one of Long’s favorite 
cocktails (a sazerac or sloe gin fizz), you 
might just be convinced that you hear 
the whispers of the governor’s infamous 
“deal making” in this setting that has so 
convincingly recaptured his era.

Tin Ceiling Tiles | Nail-up [ Drop-in | Snap-Grid | Backsplash [ Crown Moldings

Authentic Tin Ceiling Tiles | Factory Direct
32 Patterns | Hand Faux Finished Tiles

Fast Deliveries |Top Quality

1650 12th St East | Palmetto, FL 34221
941.723.2288
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Hilton Baton Rouge 
Capitol Center
201 Lafayette Street 
Baton Rouge, LA 70801 
(225)344-5866 
hiltoncapitolcenter.com

Rates start at $139 per night based on 
double occupancy, with specials and 
packages often available. The hotel 
is located in the center of downtown 
Baton Rouge and across the street from 
the Shaw Center for the Arts; nearby are 
Huey Long's Old Governor's Mansion 
and the Old State Capitol.
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Classic Gutter fijstenis, L.L.C.
mcc

Live your life on a work of art.

Transform your home with an - 
exquisite floor, custom made for 

you by Carlisle. Contact us to 
receive your complimentary 

brochure.

“Old World" style heavy-duty 

copper, aluminum and 

galvalume half round futters

■ Up to 26' shipped nationally

■ 26 styles of cast fascia brackets
■ Roof mount options availablewww.wideplankftooring.com/OHJ Phone 269.66S.2700 « Fax 269.665.1234

1.855.208.9379
www.classicgutters.com
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LEFT: The LED display on the Franklin stud 
finder from Lee Valley indicates both width 
and location.

check the manufacturer’s instructions for 
how to do this. Many stud finders only 
detect increases in density, not decreases, 
so try to calibrate it in a vacant cavity 
(several inches away from a door or win
dow frame), or test the calibration in a tew 
locations before you start.

Thick plaster and wallpaper cover
ings, wire lath patches, moisture, foil- 
backed insulation, and metallic wallpapers 
can disrupt readings. Go over your work 
area multiple times to better ensure ac
curacy. Stud finders are capable of finding 
other masses, such as plumbing or heating 
ducts, which you obviously want to stay 
away from. (Pay attention to the familiar 
sound and feeling of nailing into a wooden 
stud so you’ll notice the difference should 
you accidentally hit another object.)

It’s always a good idea to install 
your fastener as closely to the center of 
the stud as possible. Hitting the center 
of a stud will give you a solid grab, and 
you’ll avoid potentially hitting electrical 
wiring that could be secured beneath. 
Find the center by patiently moving the 
finder over the area, paying attention to 
its alerts—^you’ll be able to tell where it 
begins to hit density and then dissipates.

Stud Finder
Wfien hanging heavy objects, a stud finder 

can help you mark the right spot.

By Noelle Lord Castle

Most stud finders penetrate up to 
yV into the wall, but some allow “deep 
scanning” of up to 3" or more. If you 
have particularly thick wall surfaces 
(i.e., ones with multiple coats of plaster) 
or plan to use the tool for ceilings and 
floors, select a unit that can scan to at

f you don’t want a quick pic
ture-hanging job to turn into 
a lengthy plaster repair, it’s 

important to anchor your fastener
to a framing stud.

This is especially true for heavy ob
jects, but even lighter loads can damage 
delicate plaster. A stud finder can help 
identify the kxration of the wood fram
ing hidden underneath vast expanses of 
walls or ceilings.

I
The Bottom Lineleast a \Vi' depth. Additional built-in 

features tnay include live-wire detectors, Although you don’t need every bell and 
bubble levels, laser lights to mark lines, whistle, buying at least a mid-range stud 
and adhesives to attach the tool to the finder will give you better luck. Framing 
wall for hands-free usage. Larger models and wall surfaces can be tricky in old hous

es, but a stud finder can offer you some as-may offer additional features, but keep 
in mind that they’re heavier and will be 
more fatiguing to hold over sustained 
periods of time.

surance as >x)u hunt for a solid spot,
What to Look For
Most mcxlern stud finders use electrostatic 
fields, which measure the absorption of 
tiny electric charges in a scanned surface, 
providing a density reading that can dis
tinguish between a cavity and a framing 
member. When passed across a surface, 

LED display and/or sound signals the 
change in density that indicates a stud.

Contributing Editor 
Noelle Lord Castle is 
a preservation con
sultant, writer, and 
educator vriio shares 
her passion for older 
buildings at 
oldhousecpr.com.

How to Use It
While using a stud finder is pretty 
straightforward, there are some tech
niques to ensure greater accuracy. You 
may need to calibrate it against the sur
face you’re working on before using it—

gan
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Gleaming tongue-and-groove hardwood floors might seem 
like the standdr^^for old houses, but that wasn*t always the

ivood flooring history illustrates.case, as a trip thro^,
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LEFT: Reclaimed wood
imparts the lookof centu-
ries-old boards.

BELOW: A 1920s ad (top)
touts the ease of installing
tongue-and-groove floor
ing. Gustave Caillebotte's
Les Raboteurs de Parquet
(bottom) depicts the once-
common process of hand-
planing wood floors.

When envisioning historic interiors, many people picture rooms fitted 
with expanses of gleaming wooden floors embellished with oriental 
rugs. This perception of the past is only partly accurate—in truth, 
polished hardwood floors (and room-size oriental carpets) were not 
commonplace until the late 19th century. Before that time, wood 
indeed the predominant material used in flooring, but its appearance

was

was much humbler than you might expect.

The first wooden floors in colonial pit-saw the logs into planks. This
America were wide, thick planks cut from required two men; One stood in
the continent’s abundant old-growth for- a pit beneath a huge log that had

S ests. Because of the trees’ age and mas- been squared with hand tools, while the
sive diameter, the desirable heartwood other perched atop it. Working together,3

I was extremely tight-grained, making the they pushed and pulled at opposite ends
11 lumber harder and more durable than the of a long'bladed saw, carefully following

X <11 relatively immature wood of the same spe- chalk lines that indicated the direction
% % cies that is harvested today. of the cut. These rough-sawn planks were

Converting the timber into usable finished with plain, squared edges; laids;
lumber was an arduous process; the intro- side by side; and face-nailed into the floor2

g duction of the circular saw was decades joists. The lumber was often left bare and
11 away, and the predominant method avail-
d § able to create dimensional boards

was eventually burnished by years of use.
Although the wide floorboards werewas to
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fully ornamented, with geometries such as 
checkerboard patterns a perennial favorite. 
The use of stain and varnish, however—as 
is so often applied texlay by homeowners 
seeking a warm, honey-colored patina— 
was relatively uncommon; average 18th- or 
early 19th-century homeowners wouldn’t 
recognize a shiny floor in their post-and- 
beam homes.

During the first two-thirds of the 
19th century, wooden floors that weren’t 
painted were intended to be covered; they 
were made of structural, not finish-grade, 
lumber, so knots and other blemishes 
abounded. The then-recent invention of 
the power loom meant that carpet was 
becoming more affordable to the grow
ing middle class: stylish flat-woven car
pets called Venetians and Ingrains, and 
pile carpets known as Wilton, Brussels,

butted together on installation, gaps would 
open between them due to fluctuations 
in temperature and humidity, allowing 
damp, cold air to pass into the living area 
from the basement. Small objects were 
also prone to falling through these gaps, 
disappearing into the depths below. This 
was eventually rectified by ship-lapping 
the boards, a simple technique wherein the 
long edge of the plank was planed with an 
“L” profile that interlocked with the adja
cent board. Now, when the wood shrank 
and drew apart, the gap was concealed by 
the edge of the adjacent board.

MAINTAIN 
YOUR FLOOR

♦ Keep the floor free from 
grit, which will abrade the 
finish, most noticeably in 
high-traffic areas.

♦ Never let water pool for a 
prolonged period, as this 
can cause the boards to cup.

♦ Avoid oil soaps, which can 
build up residue. Decorative Flourishes

As decoratively painted interiors became 
popular in the 18th century, this tech
nique was applied to wood floors, too. 
They could be monochromatic or fanci-

♦ If your floor is finished with 
a penetrating oil, apply an 
additional coat at the pre
scribed intervals.

♦ Keep surface finishes such
as varnish and polyurethane

5

S
£
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE: Parquet borders were popular for achieving a high-end look; similar 
treatments are available from modem manufacturers. For the most sumptuous Victorian interiors.
similariy bordered rugs could be used to accent already intricate parquet floors.

OPPOSITE, LEFT TO RIGHT: Early wood floors, like this one at the 1805 Woodlawn Plantation, were 
typically untreated. Decorative painting became all the rage for floors in the 18th century.

and Axminster. All were woven in 27"- or then varnished and/or waxed.
36"-wide strips, hand-sewn together, and Another benefit of the Industrial
tacked down around the perimeter of the Revolution was the invention of steam-
room. (Yes, wall-to-wall carpet wasn’t a driven woodworking machinery that per-
mid-century phenomenon; it actually mitted the mass production of finished
dates to the late 18th century.) boards. Now, dimensional lumber could be

Before the mid-19th century, there milled in fixed lengths and widths, which
were few finished hardwood floors, but the expedited the installation of floors and gave
wealthiest of homes might sport hardwood them a far more finished appearance.
parquet in certain public rooms. Parquet 
is the method of arranging pieces of wood 
in geometric patterns (herringbone and 
diamond being the most common) and 
affixing the pieces to the suhfloor with 
tiny nails. This process was hugely labor- 
intensive, as each piece had to be cut and 
fitted by hand. To smooth the surfaces of 
the wood to a consistent level, the entire 
floor was scraped and planed by hand.

Along with this technology appeared 
the process for molding tongue-and-groove 
floorboards. Tongue-and-groove molding 
is a precise method of joining boards 
together along their lengths by fitting a 
protruding “tongue” on one board into a 
channel cut on the adjoining board. With 
tongue-and-groove installation, the nails 
are driven through the tongue, forcing the 
boards together; this also conceals the nail

holes, creating an unmarred surface. The 
interlocking boards also were much more 
resistant to upward movement, which 
minimized irregular edges sticking up in 
the path of passing feet. Structural-grade 
tongue-and-groove floorboards, typically 
pine or lower-grade oak, were typically a 
uniform 6" to 8” in width, much narrower
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Wood Carpet
As finished hardwood flooring became 
the norm in the late 19th century, those 
with the now old-fashioned structural- 
grade pine boards sought an after- 
market solution for obtaining hardwood 
flooring, and manufacturers responded 
by creating wood carpet.

Thin strips of hardwood, most 
commonly white oak, were milled to a 
mere Vi" thickness and face-nailed over 
the existing floor at intervals of 16".
Unlike standard 3"- or 4”-wide tongue- 
and-groove boards, a wood carpet 
strip was much narrower, around V/2" 
in width. Wood carpet is readily identi
fiable by these narrow widths and the 
tiny nail holes that have been puttied.
Unlike regular tongue-and-groove 
boards, which are just under 1" in 
thickness and can be gently refinished 
several times, wood carpets can't be 
sanded more than once or twice with
out compromising the floor's integrity.

Wood carpet often was available with intricate, contrasting parquetry borders 
made out of maple, walnut, mahogany, and other hardwoods. The patterns were 
pre-manufactured and selected in advance by the consumer.

Our Aim
bA'

ABOVE: An 1892 flooring catalog prom
ises that its wood carpet will "make a 
handsome floor at about the price of a 
good carpet."

Rococo influences that had dominated 
popular taste for the past century.

Eastlake, in his widely read book 
Hints on Household Taste, was an influ
ential proponent of area rugs laid upon 
hardwood floors. It was believed to be 
healthier, as rugs, unlike tacked-down 
carpets, could be taken out and beaten. 
Eastlake also promoted the use of hard
wood parquet borders around the perim
eter of the room, with less-expensive 
softwood, covered by carpet, in the 
center. This gave the appearance of a 
high-end floor with a much lower price 
tag, since homeowners only shelled out 
for the fancy border. Carpet manufac
turers capitalized on this trend, too, by 
creating borders for their goods and 
emulating oriental carpet patterns in 
their lines, allowing them to obtain the 
look of expensive, hand-woven imported 
carpets for a fraction of the cost.

than the wider pit-sawn planks of the 17th 
and 18th centuries.

PERFECT MATCH
Shiny & New

When you need to patch in new 
boards or select flooring for a new 
addition, it's critical to match both 
cut and species—flat-cut red oak, for 
instance, will never look like quarter- 
sawn white, even if you stain it very 
darkly. Some species can convinc
ingly mimic one another: Chestnut 
no longer exists (except in reclaimed 
form), but ash is the closest substi
tute. Many flooring manufacturers 
provide samples so you can compare 
to existing flooring. Staining to match 
the patination of the earlier boards is 
tricky—I’ve found that aniline dyes 
are better than modern wood stains, 
but they should be applied by skilled 
hands. Experiment with different for
mulas on test boards well before you 
plan to install the flooring.

It wasn’t until the late 19th century that 
average Americans began to have what 
we now think of as polished hardwood 
floors in their homes. Appearing first in 
public rooms and kitchens, finished hard- 
w(X)d flooring quickly spread to bedrooms 
and other private areas.

Along with the technology that 
permitted its mass production, fashion 
and health concerns created an increas
ing demand for hardwood floors. The 
revival of medievalism, as promoted by 
Charles Locke Eastlake and William
Morris, and the concurrent fascina
tion with Orientalism and the deco
rative arts from Asia and the Middle 
East, were an austere departure from 
the plush neoclassical, Renaissance, and

—O.C.
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RIGHT: Reclaimed boards of varied tones call 
to mind the late t9th-century practice of alter
nating species within the same floor.

OPPOSITE: Using wide-plank flooring can help 
a new addition blend with an old house.

The hardwood floors of this period 
were typically white oak, chestnut, maple, 
or black walnut milled into 2"' to 3"'Wide 
boards. Maple was popular in kitchens due 
to its strength and resilience, since it had 
no open pores that might absorb spills. 
Around the 1870s and 1880s, it wasn’t 
urrusual to find floors in public rooms laid 
in alternating strips of walnut and maple. 
Toward the turn of the century, fir became 
the wood of choice, first in kitchens, but 
then creeping into other rooms.

Installation was still much more labo
rious than it is today, before the advent 
of the power sander, wood floors had to 
be scraped smooth by hand. These were 
finished with coats of orange shellac and 
then waxed. Interestingly, this was consid
ered a maintenance finish; when marred 
or worn, the shellac was scrubbed off and 
then reapplied—a very different approach 
than at the turn of the century and later, 
when varnished (and later, polyurethaned) 
surfaces had to be sanded down to the 
bare wood. Wood floors were not typi
cally stained; the vintage ones you see 
have darkened varnish.

Hardwood floors remained popular 
into the mid-20th century, at which point 
manufactured materials became synony
mous with modernism, and wood fell from 
favor. But the Victorian and Craftsman 
revivals of the late 20th century saw a 
renewed interest in hardwood flooring, 
along with the use of reclaimed lumber 
to replicate early floors. Regardless of 
the whims of fashion, wood floors have 
retained their enduring appeal, particularly 
for those dwelling in vintage homes. A

What Is Quarter-Sawn?
You'll often hear the term "quarter-sawn" used to describe lumber. Logs 
first cut into quarters, and boards are cut radially from the center of each quar
ter, instead of simply being cut flat along the length of the log. Quarter-sawing 
yields a more stable board that is less prone to splitting, checking, and shrink
age. It also provides a beautiful graiit, but wastes a fair amount of the log, mak
ing it more expensive. The most commonly seen type of quarter-sawn lumber is 
white oak, which possesses highly desirable "rays" or "tiger stripes."

are

aGot a flooring problem? Find the solution in 
our collection of wood-floor advice.
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‘ PAGE; Theresa and Jim
B'&rnatt (inset) love to spend

“4 ' '.^venings on their rebuilt
f front porch, sittjng in the

rocking chairs and sipping
a giass of wine whiie watch
ing the sun set over Lake
Charles.

OPPOSITE: The 1912 Queen
^nne, built by descendants 
of a Maine timber family,
wasthefirst homecon-• ^

Marsaret},structed in the
' Place Historic District.



Step by Step
Empty nesters turn their attention to a neglected, century-old 
Louisiana home, tackling the restoration one room at a time.

Story by Deborah Burst ♦ Photos by Andy Olenick

When their two daughters left for 

college, Jim and Theresa Barnatt 

planned on downsizing—but that 

all changed after they attended a 

home tour of the Margaret Place 

Historic District in Lake Charles, 

Louisiana. Ten years later, the Bar- 

natts continue to chip away at their 

empty nest project, a 1912 Queen 
Anne. Whether they’re dealing with 

cracked walls, rotten floors, caved-in 

porches, or failed plumbing, there’s 

never a dull moment.

“We are in the 10th year of our origi
nal five-year plan,” laughs Theresa. “We 
work when we have the time, money, and 
energy.”

daughter to college), the 3,800-square- 
foot home had been neglected for years 
and was in serious disrepair.

The Adventure Begins
On the day they were supposed to close 
on the house in the fall of 2001, Jim and 
Theresa learned the home wasn’t insur
able due to its heating system- 
heaters, which the previous owners had 
installed as a replacement for the old 
steam heating system. After convincing 
a plumber who was working on a neigh
boring house to disconnect the heat, the 
Bamatts purchased the necessary insur
ance and closed on the house the next day.

While they worked on updating the 
heating system, they shivered through

Known locally as Maison Rouge, this 
was the first house built in the century- 
old neighborhood of Margaret Place. Its 
original owners, Leon & Frances Locke, 
were descendants of a Maine timber 
family. It’s thought to be designed by 
locally renowned architects Favort and 
Livaudais, based on its similarities to 
prominent municipal buildings around 
town {most notably the wall-to-wall 
reinforced turnbuckle ties on each floor, 
designed to mitigate hurricane damage). 
By the time the Barnatts bought it (on 
the same day they sent their second

-gas space
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and nails.
The need for a new roof came at a 

most inopportune time—right between 
their daughters’ weddings, spaced 84 days 
apart. “We knew that we would eventu
ally need a new roof," Jim explains, “but 
we kept trying to put off the expense.” 
However, when they called a contrac
tor in to repair the home’s deteriorated 
soffits, he discovered that the source of 
the damage was the leaking roof—so any 
repairs to the soffits were bound to fail 
again unless the roof was fixed.

“It was like another wedding,” says 
Theresa of the expense. Contractors 
removed both the original wood shin
gles and the fiber cement tiles that had 
been layered over them. The roof was

a new roof; a hole in the porch deck led 
to a completely new front porch.

One of their first projects was fixing 
termite damage in the master bedroom; 
the pests had eaten through the ceiling 
joists of the game room below, resulting in 
a soft spot on the bedroom floor. “During 

first tour of the house, we u’ere told, 
‘Don’t step over there—the floor is a little 
weak,”’ Jim recalls. “Replacing this ceiling 
and repairing the joists were at the top 
of our original list.”

Cine night Theresa discovered more 
termite damage when a gust of wind 
ripped the entire window and casing out 
of the wall in the master bedroom. “What 
do you at that point?” says Theresa. “Jim 
was out of town, so I got some bedsheets

the first winter, using electric blankets 
to combat the 40-degree indoor tempera
tures at night. “We bought two central 
units and ran ductwork under the house 
for the first floor and through the attic 
for the second floor,” Jim says. But they 
weren’t out of the woods yet: “It was June 
before we got air-conditioning.”

“We moved from a very comfortable 
home,” adds Theresa. “Nothing like this 
project,” echoes Jim. “At one time we had 
no porch and the hot water heater in the 
front yard.”

With the exception of the new roof, 
reframing the front porch, and installation 
of the central systems, the couple did most 
of the work themselves. Each day brought 
a new surprise: A soffit repair turned into

our
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CLOCKWISE FROM ABOVE; Original red 
cypress woodwork adds to the house's 
Victorian appeal. Each room reflects 
Theresa's love of antiques; the dining room 
holds two vintage family Singer sewing 
machines. A chess table and funky artwork 
mingle with more traditional furnishings in 
the game room.

OPPOSITE: A grand piano commands atten
tion in the music room. (The tiny replica at 
left is for the couple's 3-year-oid grandson.)

re-decked with plywood before new roof
ing was installed. The Barnatts also took 
the opportunity to install copper flashing 
and crickets to divert rainwater from the 
chimneys, which had been a pervasive 
source of leaks.

“Our house pretty much decides what 
it wants done and how extensive the work 
should be,” says Theresa. “These old homes 
have a way of talking to you.” The porch 
also made its feelings known when Jim and 
Theresa were moving in the piano and it 
left a hole in the deck—another area rav
aged by termites. When they hired contrac
tor to inspect the porch, they discovered 
decades’ worth of subpar repairs. “It was 
obvious that repairing the repairs wasn’t 
the right thing to do,” Jim says.

Instead, the porch was rebuilt in a 
more durable fashion. Porch posts that 
had been hollow, flimsy boxes of lx lum
ber were replaced with 6x6 posts trimmed
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CLOCKWISE: A guest bedroom holds Jim's drafting table. This stained glass
window, bought at auction, provided incentive to restore the bathroom. A
hand'painted mural depicts Lake Charles at the turn of the century.

new outlets and lights. “When we rebuilt 
the porch, we put in 10 lights with dim
mers, a ceiling fan, and about 15 outlets,” 
Jim says. “The outlets come in handy at 
Christmas and Halloween.”

Along the way, they’ve learned there 
are some things they just can’t do. “Don’t 
try to carry a clawfoot tub up the stairs by 
yourself,” Theresa offers as an example. 
“We realized halfway up the stairs how 
stupid it was, but we did get it to the 
bathroom.”

room?”), Jim and Theresa also updated 
the layout to accommodate a full shower 
in addition to the existing clawfoot tub. 
“We evaluated many layouts,” Jim says, 
“but we settled on one where the show
er is not visible from the doorway." To 
accommodate the new shower without 
altering the footprint of the room, they 
switched out the clawfoot tub with a 
smaller one from downstairs.

“The bathroom was our design, our 
layout, and we did all the work,” Jim 
says proudly. “Plumbing was the most 
difficult—running pipe in places you’d 
rather not be, like under the house. And 
the work has to be perfect.”

Most of the house had been rewired 
before they moved in, but the couple had 
a new breaker panel installed, upgrading 
it from 100 to 200 amp. They also added

with lx boards to replicate the original 
look. The replacement roofs pitch was 
increased just enough to shed water more 
effectively without altering its appear
ance from the street. “We were only 
able to save one board from the entire 
porch,” says Jim. “There was one 6x6 
floor joist that was still in perfect condi
tion.” Before the porch was dismantled, 
he took measurements of the finish trim,
which he replicated on the newly rebuilt 
porch.

The upstairs bath, which had gal
vanized screwed pipe that needed to 
be replaced, was one of the more chal
lenging and rewardmg jobs. In addition 
to updating the plumbing (“Our prior 
plumbing experience was minima),’’ says 
Jim, “but I figured if you can solder one 
fitting successfully, why not a whole bath

Interior Designs
Aside from critical repairs—like the 
heating system and roof—that needed 
immediate attention, the Barnatts have 
stayed true to their plan to finish one 
room at a time. It helped not only to save 
their sanity, but also offered a refuge from
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rusted sinks and tattered walls. “We read 
OW-House journal, and I pull pages, write 
on them, and put them in a file,” says 
Theresa. “We pull chat file when we’re 
ready to do that item or room.” Today, 
most of the downstairs is finished, along 
with three second'Story bedrooms.

Red cypress woodwork, still in its 
original condition, adds to the Victorian 
appeal, as do the many antiques. The 
home has become a repository for family 
treasures, including bedroom furniture, 
two Singer sewing machines, and the 
trunk Jim’s grandparents used on their 
trip from Eastern Europe to America. 
“We follow our instincts,” Theresa says. 
“Antiques work best, so we spend a lot 
of time at auctions and flea markets.” 

While all seven former coal-burning 
fireplaces are inoperable, the different 
hues of brick add personality to the 
interior. Where mantels needed to be 
replaced (either due to termite damage or 
the ravages of time), Jim built new ones:

a double-tiered wood mantel now graces 
the living room; in the master bedroom, 
a custom-designed mantel includes an 
enclosure for the television.

Jim also covered the master-bedroom 
hearth with designer tiles that mimic 
stained glass, which is a particular obses
sion for the Barnatts. Decorative win
dows add a stunning focal point to the 
stairwell, bathrooms, and even fireplaces.

kitchen, which has had little restoration, 
is next on the drawing board. Jim and 
Theresa plan to open it up to the sunny 
enclosed porch where they enjoy most of 
their meals, and add a bevy of new fea
tures (such as a commercial range and an 
extra sink) on Theresa's wish list. “The 
challenge will be to make the kitchen 
look like it was always part of the original 
house,” says Jim.

They also wanr to update the master 
bedroom (currently the smallest room in 
the house) into a suite that will incor
porate two unfinished rooms, a master 
closet (right now, just a plywood clothes 
rack), and the upstairs sunroom, which 
gets loads of natural light.

“You never finish,” says Theresa, 
shaking her head and smiling. “By the 
time we get to the bottom of the list, we 
have to come back to the top,” adds Jim. 
“But when we look back at pictures, we 
get a true feeling of accomplishment and 
satisfaction.” H

Never-Ending List
Jim manages the analytical side of the 
restoration. Each project is meticulously 
planned—including how much money 
needs to be saved before they can move 
to the next project. “I keep telling her 
every time she goes to an auction, she's 
knocking off another couple of months 
before we start the kitchen remodeling,” 
Jim jokes.

Although a good chunk of the house 
is complete, there are still plenty of proj
ects on the Barnatts’ list. The all-white
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Tips for painting a
ceiling medallion
♦ If the vendor says the medallion

is primed, it’s likely a weak primer
intended solely for delivery.
Always apply a proper primer.

♦ When applying primer or paint,
use a top-quality brush and avoid
overloading it with paint (which
will bog down the medallion's
finer details).

♦ Don't be tempted by spray paint.
It is difficult to control, and unfor
giving of mistakes because it dries
so quickly.

♦ Acrylic paints and metallic glazes
are most forgiving of mistakes.

♦ Decorate your new medallion on
a table, not on the ceiling. Touch-
ups are easy after installation.

nothing to diminish the appar-
^ef of your medallion. Thatei

goes fo^^«Qtors as well as coatings.

silver highlight.■i An acrylic goli
applied sparingly t< e highest
relief with a moist sea spi
a useful option, preferably in
high-gloss finish.

« If the medallion is a warm color.
go for the gold. If it's a cool color,
settle for the silver.



Ceiling medallions can 
be a grand focal point 
in a room. OPPOSITE: 
Steve Jordan touches 
up a medallion in the 
double parlors of the 
Landmark Society of 

Western New York.Looking Up
HOW TO MAKE VICTORIAN CEILING MEDALLIONS 

A CROWNING TOUCH WITH AN INTEGRATED 
APPROACH TO WALL COLORS.

By John Crosby Freeman

sides, and top, all united by colors and 
patterns. Bad design was imbalance,

) disharmony, something missing.
Don’t be put off by visual matters 

named “scale” and “proportion”; they 
simply refer to concerns about rela
tionships. Goldilocks was good about 

relationships. Not too large, not too 
small.. .“just right.” For example, chan

deliers (with or without ceiling medal
lions) often are hung too high. Apply the 

Goldilocks principal, and ditto its size when 
located over a dining table.

Ceiling medallions are centrally located 
at what appears to be the weakest part of the 
ceiling. Adding one will suggest the ceiling 
has been strengthened at that point, espe
cially when a pendant lighting fixture implies 
its weight is pulling the ceiling down. Use this 
computation to help get sizes right: Measure 
the ceiling’s shorter dimension, convert it to 
inches, and divide by one-seventh. This is the 
starting diameter for your ceiling medallion. 
A small medallion will measure less than 15" 
across; medium, 16" to 31"; large, 32" and up.

It is tempting to attach a ceiling medal
lion and call it quits, but the fun has just 
begun. If it is worth doing at all, it merits 
the effort to avoid leaving it isolated, like 
a decorative plaster dressing applied to a 
wound in the ceiling. Color is the key to 

success.

Biblical advice about looking 

up is good guidance today, 
from seeing the high hang
ing architectural fruits of old 
and distressed downtowns, to 
searching for signs The Great 
Recession will soon be over.

Alas, looking up at ceilings of homes 
built after World War II has few rewards 
because often nothing is there, not even
a hint of color, because they are slathered
with “ceiling white.” That’s why the most obsession with etiquette, which made Hili’s 
neglected surface of today’s interior decora
tion is the ceiling.

However, this wasn’t always the case—
Victorian-era houses often had highly orna-

Manual of Social and Business Forms of 1870 
a best-seller with a half-million copies in 
print by 1900. Formal relationships were
the glue that affected everything, including 

g mental ceilings, and many upscale older architecture and interior design. Cast-iron 
I houses could benefit from adding tradi- filigree on roof ridges softened and made 
I tional medallions. Should you decide to be civil the points at which buildings met the 
I a crusader for America’s most neglected sky. Victorians knew their cornice brackets
0 interior surface, some suggestions about had no structural value; they were polite
1 integrating the colors of Victorian ceiling introductions between the sharp angles 
I medallions with other wall colors will help of walls, cornices, and columns. Avoiding 
I you revive a grand tradition of Victorian disharmony of sharp angles and edges also 
g interior decoration. ruled the ceilings of Victorian interiors.

Victorians imposed order on their inte
riors, seeing them as a complete story with a 

Since the 1920s it has been fashionable to beginning (floor), middle (walls), and ending 
ridicule stiff-necked Victorians for their (ceiling). They were boxes with a bottom,

I Victorian RelationshipvS
a
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Victorian Paint Color Combinations
In matters of interior design, especially color 
selection, there are no imperatives, only 
consequences that narrow choices. I prefer 
simplicity to complexity, because complex 
decisions make the color selection process 
unpalatable, and tsunamis of ceiling white 
will continue to surge throughout the land.

In the following list, the top color is the ceil
ing, next is horizontal trim, then walls, then 
vertical trim.

Color combinations are arranged in a 
complementary sequence to suggest 
schemes for adjacent rooms.

The wall color should be darker than the 
ceiling color.

Horizontal trim is cornices, chair rails, and 
baseboards; vertical trim is windows and 
doors.

Vertical trim color will be lighter than 
ceiling color. A pale tint of the wall color, 
used on vertical trim, will elegantly 
bridge window and door interruptions of 
the walls.

Try to avoid white trim, which can inten
sify the wall color and dismember a 
cohesive color scheme.

SW6429
Baize Green

♦
SW6438

Dill

♦

♦

SW6430
Great Green

♦

Z

o

SW6428
Honeydew♦

All colors are documented 1887 Master Painter Colors from Sherwin-Williams. Three combinations have one documented color; the other 
three have two. All colors are de facto Master Painter Colors, because they are either tints or shades of the documented colors.

O'c

U SW6478
Watery

SW 6708 
Springtime

SW6625 
Certain Peach

SW6751
Refresh

E

coN SW 6480 
Lagoon

SW67J1
Parakeet

SW6623 
Husky Orange

SW6753 
Jargon JadeOI

I/I
rg

SW 6479 
Drizzle

SW6710 
Melange Green

SW6626
Sunset

SW6752
Larchmere

E

<gu
SW6477

Tidewater
SW6707
Narcissus

SW 6624 
Peach Blossom

SW 6750 
WaterfallV>
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Medallion History
The ceilings of Gothic churches, cloisters, and cathedrals 
were without an attic and revealed the wood or stone 
structure of the roof, often further decorated at its junc
ture points by ceiling bosses—projecting ornaments 
applied at the intersection of ribs, beams, groins, and 
the like that were generally carved with intricate details. 
A stone boss, especially in a cross-vaulted ceiling, was a 
structural keystone, while a wood boss was applied. A 
popular decorative option was treating them as a heral
dic device, appropriately polychromed. Medallions are 
rooted in these structures.

Ceiling medallions are decorative features attached 
to a ceiling, suspended from the floor Joists of the 
space above. Their geometric shapes of circle, oval, 
rectangle, or square appeared at the Juncture points of 
a robust carved wood framework for the artworks of 
Renaissance, Baroque, and Rococo decorated ceilings. 
Their colors were linked to the framework. On neoclassi
cal ceilings, cast plaster medallions were Juncture points 
of an elegant applied pattern that was a self-sufficient 
work of art, especially when delicately painted with 
Wedgwood colors.

Victorian ceiling medallions of cast plaster were 
commonly isolated at the center of a ceiling, often 
above a lighting device attached to a ceiling Joist. To 
add a decorative medallion, look to the past for inspira
tion. And in Victorian rooms, the color combinations are 
a key component in harmonizing spaces.

A formal medallion in Washington, D.C/s Swann House 
draws eyes to the ceiling.

Hue Clues
Americans are not afraid of colors—a visit 
to a country club pro shop proves the popu
larity of both colors and patterns. However, 
Americans are troubled by color contrasts. 
That’s why 1 selected six monochromatic 
interior color schemes; four feature cool 
colors, and two are warm. I arranged them 
to suggest a complementary scheme for an 
adjacent room, the essence of complemen
tary colors being the contrast of warm colors 
with cool ones.

Applying any positive color to a ceiling 
medallion requires a sympathetic response 
in the field of the ceiling surrounding it. 
There’s no rule that the ceiling color must

be a lighter tint of the wall color, but that’s 
a common and comfortable choice. Nor is 
there a nile that trim color must be applied 
to both the horizontal trim (cornices, chair 
rails, baseboards) and vertical trim (windows 
and dtx)rs).

My color palettes on the opposite page 
use a raid-tone color for the walls, a darker 
one for horizontal trim, a tint of wall color 
for the ceiling, and a pale tint of the ceil
ing color for the vertical trim. This provides 
four options for a medallion: a pale vertical 
trim, color or the mid-tone wall color for the 
medallion on a field (rf the ceiling color; using 
the ceiling color for the medallion on a field

of the vertical trim color; or heightening the 
medallion relief by painting its deep and flat 
background the dark horizontal trim color.

The boldest relief of a ceiling medallion 
will also be its hi^st. Reflections from care
ful touches of gloss gold or silver highlights 
will attract the eye to these finest features. 
Gold and silver are neutral colors that work 
well with all colors, but gold tends to work 
best on warm colors and silver on cool ones. 
Both draw the eye up to the medallion, mak
ing it sparkle and dance in evening light. A

Color Doctor John Crosby Freeman urriies 
palette prescriptioru from liis Pennsylvania home.
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Dearborn pendant,
Wilmette Lighting,
(847)410-4400,
wilmettelighting.com



Making your interior sing is all about 

choosing the right lighting for each room.
By the OlD'House Journal Editorial Staff

Good lighting does more than just illuminate a space—if that were the 
case, we’d all be content to light our rooms with nothing more than a 
bare bulb on a string. Lighting fixtures also can set a mood, add to the 
architectural ambience and formality of a room, and strike a historu 
cal note all their own, making a lasting, memorable statement.
Think about it: The White House’s Red Room, sans its 
distinctive (and prominent) crystal and brass chandelier, 
would feel decidedly less warm and impressive.

Usually, a room’s design will dictate its 
lighting choice. A dining-room table begs 
for a chandelier overhead to serve as a focal 
point and offer diners a generous amount of 
light. In the living room, it’s all about creat
ing ambience, while the bathroom requires 
strategically placed task lighting. Use

room-by-room guide to 
help determine which 
type of light is appropriate 
for each space, then let your 
house’s style dictate the aesthetics of the 
fixture—we’ve included a few favorite picks 
for each room to get you started.

Art Deco LED tube
fixture, Vintage 
Hardware, (360) 
379-9030, vintage 
hardware.com

our

theKitchenft ••

Historically, the kitchen's primary function as a 
workroom made an array of task lighting the most 
practical choice for this space. In early homes, 
candles and later lanterns would be carried from
cookstove to worktable (although kitchens of this era |
were mostly used during the day, when 
light streamed in through the windows).
Pendant lights arrived with the installa- ^____________ _
tion of gas lines, but were initially utilitarian f ■ —
features hung from the center of the room. Later, ------__
they would be placed above sinks or seating areas, ~~
and today they've become the go-to fixture for hanging over
island workspaces. As time marched on and the technology of the day—electricity,
tungsten filament lamps, fluorescent lamps—allowed it, an array of kitchen lighting
fixtures evolved, including ceiling fixtures, chandeliers, and sconces. They became
fancier and more aligned with the architectural details of the room as time went
on, and today can be found in a variety of appropriate styles.

Traditional-style 
Mission ceiling light. 
Mission Studio, (866) 
987-6549, mission 
studio.com

Stephens lantern. 
Cape Cod Lanterns, 
(877) 794-5337, cape 
codlanterns.com
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Alabaster Roman chande
lier, Urban Archaeology, 

(212) 431-4646, urban 
archaeology.com

270 Live Oaks
Drive sconce. 

Old California,
(800) 577-
6679, old

california.com

I Williamsburg chandelier, 
Newstamp Lighting, 
(508) 238-7071, new 

^ stamplighting.com

or opaque stone: shower fixtures that 
seemed to tumble down from the 
ceiling; and by mid-century, reflec
tive chandeliers, which washed 
the ceiling in a diffuse glow. 
Overhead wasn't the only light
ing option for this room; wall 
sconces—particularly those 
flanking a built-in or installed 
beside a pair of windows— 
became a popular addition as well.

Dining rooms, long the place for a meeting of 
the minds over a drawn-out meal, are the perfect 
spot for a central chandelier. For centuries, designs 
were based on the same basic concept—a series 
of arms lit by oil, candle, or gas flames (a tradition 
that's carried on in today's Williamsburg-style 
bulb chandeliers). Starting in the Victorian era, 
an explosion of new designs came into fashion: 
gas/electric combination fixtures, with shades 
pointing both up and down; globe shades; bowl 
shades that diffused light through stained glass

A /•»A ■
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Bathroom
Lady Lillian sconce, Turn
of the Century Lighting,
(888) 527-1825, tocl.ca

Winton wall light. House 
of Antique Hardware, 

(888) 223-2545, hoah.biz

Lighting, hudson
vaileylighttng.com ^

From brushing teeth to applying makeup, many of a bathroom's 
activities happen around the mirror, making wali-mounted task light
ing of paramount importance. Like most bathroom luxuries, though, 
this one is a relatively new concept. As the modern bathroom layout 
started to take shape in the early 1900s, lights began flanking mirrors. 
The concept of task lighting for the bathroom was realiy cemented 
during the Art Deco era, when turtle lights above or streamlined 
tubes beside the mirror helped to eliminate shadows. Today, a wail 
light mounted over the mirror or one on either side is pretty much a 
given—so much so that era-appropriate fixtures installed around a 
bathroom mirror in a pre-20th-century house won’t look out of place.

Fan top wall sconces
af to custom

lights shown).
Scofieid Lighting,
(860) 767-7032,
scofieldlightlng.com

the Living Room
■ In this venerable gather-
H ing place, the lamp
H is a key source of 4 
H Illumination, offer-
H ing warm, welcoming
H pools of light ideal for
H quiet pursuits like read-
I ing or knitting. In the
I mid-1800s, oil lamps
H started replacing the candlestick as the pre- 
I ferred tabletop light source; the Victorian 
H era saw "portable" gas lamps connected to 
^ ceiling fixtures by a rubber tube. As with 
I most iighting fixtures, the prevailing fashion
I of the time tended to dictate the design of 

i lamps—early oil or kerosene lamps, popular
vjlra during the Greek Revival, might feature 

I s glass shades etched with a floral or Greek 
• Wj/ key motif. Victorian lamps upped the frill

factor with sculptural bases and increasingly 
^ decorative shades, while Arts & Crafts ver- 
p^jjj^ sions celebrated the beauty of handcrafted 
i materials like mica, oak, and stained glass.

Mulberry tripod 
iamp,Schoolhouse 
Electric, (800) 630- 
7113, schoolhouse 
electric.comPeacock Feather 

lamp, Meyda, 
(800) 222-4009, 

meyda.com

Table lamp, Authentic Designs,
(800) 844-9416, authenticdesigns.com
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THIS PAGE; The decorated
gable on this little Victorian
charmer is typical of Ocean
Grove. OPPOSITE: Two-story
porches with elaborate gin-
gerbread are ubiquitous.

I
f
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Whimsy by the Sea
THE SEASIDE TOWN OF OCEAN GROVE, NEW JERSEY, 

IS AWASH IN STICK STYLE ARCHITECTURE.

SroHv and Photos uy James (Massey and S}nri.ey Maxwhi

Architecturally speaking. Ocean 
Grove, New Jersey, is to the northern 
part of the state what Victorian Cape 
May is to the south—and maybe 
then some.

Ocean Grove houses, large and small, 
flaunt spectacularly lighthearted Victorian 
Stick Style omanient. On multistory porches 
and front-facing gables, an explosion of jig- 
sawn and lathe-turned wooden decoration 
creates a celebratory display that makes

every day in Ocean Grove seem like the 
Fourth of July. Buildings are painted in the 
natural hues preferred by Victorian-era 
tastemakers—subdued earth tones, darkish 
greens and blues, and, of course, the ever- 
popular seaside white or ivory. The colors 
are enhanced by residents’ penchant for 
blooming vines, shrubs, and trees.

Even without the Victorian frippery, the 
little resort town has all the usual ingredi
ents of a great seaside getaway—ocean 
views, sandy beach and tranquil boardwalk,

landscaped parks, and close-by lakes, plus 
attractive shops and restaurants and a slew 
of special events—more than enough to keep 
a body busy. But for old-house aficionados, 
Ocean Grove has much more to love.

From Bare to Rare
The architecture wasn’t always so showy, of 
course. In 1869, the unspoiled rustic setting 
caught the eye of William E. Osborne, an 
evangelist looking for an oceanfront camp 
meeting site where Methodist families could
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Tent City Ocean Grove has now earned a place in 
the Narional Register of Historic Places as 
a distinctive, planned 19th-century devel
opment; it is also a New jersey landmark. 
In addition to an unusually adaptive street 
layout, it is amply equipped with small 
parks and walking paths, including the 
Ladies’ Walk and the Gentlemen’s Walk. 
In an admirable show of seashore man- 

houses in the two bkx:ks nearest the

seek spiritual and physical renewal far from 
the distractions of urban life. Although 
much has changed since that time, 
Methodists from communities across the 
eastern United States still flock to Ocean 
Grove for the same reasons. The town’s 
signature aggregation of canvas tents 
encircling the massive 1894 Stick Style 
edifice known as the Great Auditorium 
still stands at the heart of the community.

The original summer tent settlement 
soon grew to include small frame kitch
ens behind the tents and wooden “sit
ting” porches in front of them. In 1875, 
commuter rail service to New York and 
Newark replaced arduous trips to rhe 
beach by wagon or boat, the summer 
population boomed, and the tents were 
quickly supplemented (chough never 
entirely replaced) with simple frame cot
tages, then larger cottages and private 
houses, boarding houses, and hotels.

Well-conceived from its beginning.

The tenting grounds once contained sev
eral hundred tents of various sizes, rented 
—fully or partially furnished—or owned 
by their summer occupants. Arranged in 
a semicircle around the site of the Great 
Auditorium, the tents served as living 
quarters for families who came to Ocean 
Grove for the revival-like camp meeting 
activities that took place in various loca
tions around the town. More than 100 such 
tents remain in use today, some owned by 
third-or fourth-generation Ocean Grove 
families, and others by the Ocean Grove 
Campground Association. In the summer, 
tents are protected from the weather by 
separate canvas outer covers called flies; 
colorful canvas awnings shade the porches. 
When the season ends, tents are disman
tled and stored in rear sheds, leaving just 
their wooden platforms exposed. Tent City 
is still a popular housing option—but only 
for the very patient. Wait time is currently 
about 10 years for those who manage to 
make the closely vetted reservations list.

ners,
ocean were built with progressively deeper 
setbacks so that each house has a view of 
the beach.

What^s a Stick Style House?
Stick Style is a descriptive term that 
arose in the mid-20th century to describe 
houses built a hundred years earlier. It is 
generally credited to architectural histo
rian Vincent Scully in his 1973 book The 
Shingle Style and the Stick Style.

Informal frame houses of the 1870s, 
’80s, and ’90s, like the ones that predomi-
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Bone up on the lingo of Victorian orna
mentation with our pictorial glossary.

OinWOXJSEonline ©

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP LEFT: Fanciful gable
scrollwork is an Ocean Grove design signa
ture. This line of large houses recalls seaside
designs in Palliser & Palliser pattern books.
Small board-and-batten cottages are typical
of mid-19th'Century construction. One of
Ocean Grove's most exuberant examples of
Victorian embellishment.

nate in Ocean Grove, were often called
‘Seaside Houses or Cottages” by Victorian
planbook publishers such as the Palliser
Brothers, because they were especially
popular in coastal locations. These houses

often enlivened by linear (i.e., stick-were
like) wooden ornament applied vertically or
horizontally to the exterior walls to suggest
post-and'beam construction. But the term
also includes the kind of frilly millwt)rk that
delights the eye on many late-Victorian
porches, gables, and dormers. For the most
part. Stick Style features are decorative, not
functional. They are often applied, as in
Ocean Grove, to very basic rectangular, L-,
or T-shaped houses. The most important—
and most frequent—exception to this rule
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is found in the kind of prominent gables 
and integral porches that abound in Ocean 
Grove. Here, the vertical and horizontal 
elements, and sometimes even lavishly 
ornamented arches and angles, also serve 
a structural purpose, because porches and 
gables included under the main roof are 
integral parts of the structure, not sepa
rate additions that can be removed and 
replaced at will.

The ornament on Ocean Grove’s 
houses is so varied and fanciful that you 
may have to look closely to notice that 
the buildings themselves, though often 
large (three stories is a common height), 
are pretty much plain Jane. But even tiny 
one-story cottages wear their finest wooden 
jewelry on their street facades, and larger 
buildings are truly objects of wonder. Much 
of the millwork echoes the exuberant gin
gerbread found in the work of popular late 
19th-century planbook designers.

Nature and technology conspired 
in the post-Civil War decades to make

Ocean Grove and the Automobile
By the early 20th century, when the automobile age rolled in, Ocean Grove was a full- 
fledged resort with a few interesting and sometimes inconvenient quirks: no alcohol, no 
Sunday swimming—and no cars or carriages allowed on the streets on Sundays. (Even 
President Ulysses S. Grant had to leave his carriage at the town limits and hoof it to his 
sister's house on Lake Wesley.) The close-packed residential nature of the town left 
room for driveways, and precious little for broad streets. Bicycles were a handy mode of 
transportation on weekdays, and Ocean Grovers seem to have been happy to make do 
with sedate Sabbath strolls. The Sunday driving ban remained in force until 1981. Today, 
while parking is not abundant, walking the relatively short distance to shops and 
ues is part of the charm of the place.

no

ven-

America’s booming housing industry the 
most blatantly decorative and intensely 
wood-based in the nation’s hist(3r>’, particu
larly in towns not driven to masonry con
struction by the (well-justified) fire phobia 
of urban areas. Formerly untapped forest 
reserves provided abundant wood, modern 
mills and machinery such as jigsaws and 
lathes turned that wood into houses and 
ornament, and mail-order planbooks sug
gested what and how to build.

Turned posts, molded handrails, and

substantial but unadorned braces are merely 
supporting players for the real stars of the 
show here—dramatic cobwebs of turned 
wood, vertigo-inducing carved wheels, 
impossibly intricate brackets, lace-like jig- 
sawn flat-work. Given the potential effects of 
wind and water on wood, some of the mill- 
work may be recent replacements or repair 
jobs, but in a testament to solid stewardship 
on the part of owners, jarring missteps are 
hard to find. Easy to see why you don’t Irave 
to be a Methodist to love Ocean Grove,
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Restore It Right

Hang a Wall- 
Mounted Rail

By the OH] Editorial Staff ♦ Photos by Andy Olenick

alUmounted handrails aren’t a new safety fea- 
However, they’re often taken down forw ture.

patching, painting, and other repairs through 
the years, and sometimes don’t make their 

way back. If you have a stair rail that’s gone missing—or 
was never there in the first place—here’s how to get it back
where it belongs.

’j
Gather the following tools: stud finder, 

tape measure, a few screws, a length of 
string as long as the stairs, pencil, level, 
drill, clamp, and screwdriver Each bracket 
should be installed in a stud, so start by 
using the stud finder to locate the first 
(See page 26 for tips.)

< h

one.

■\

2. Next, measure the locations for the brackets—local 
building codes determine required rail height and gener
ally offer a small range (in New York, where this project 

photographed, the range is 32" to 36"). Figure out 
where the rail feels most comfortable within the range— 
remember that brackets sit an inch or two below the 
handrail, so be sure to account for the rail's height in 
your comfort check. Hold the end of the tape measure 
against the comer of the nearest step, measure up, and 
mark the spot where the top of the bracket will hit ►

was
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A 5. Repeat these steps for each 
bracket, spacing them about 3' 
apart—distance will vary depend
ing on the length of your rail and 
the number of brackets: the goal is 
to space them evenly. Once you've 
marked each spot, lightly place 
three screws (one at each end of 
the stairs and one in the middle) 
and lay a string line to help deter
mine whether your marks are even.

A 4. Remove the string line and hold the brackets 
over your marks; use a pencil to mark inside the 
top holes. Then use the level to ensure the marks 
are level (so the brackets will be). If they're not, 
adjust accordingly.

◄ 6. Time to attach the 
handrail to the brackets. 
Start by clamping the hand
rail onto the middle bracket 
(buffer the clamp with wood 
blocks to avoid dinging the 
rail); use additional clamps 
if necessary. Check for posi
tioning—the handrail should 
extend approximately the 

same distance over the first and the last 
bracket Once the rail is properly aligned, 
screw it securely into place.
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Old-House Insider

Victorian Revisited
A Chicago-area family's kitchen project expands to 

encompass many parts of their beloved house.
Story by Demetra Aposporos ♦ Photos by Andy Olenick

For Nina Donnelly and Russell Lane, it all 
started with the kitchen. From the time 
they purchased their 1887 Queen Anne 
Victorian in Evanston, Illinois, reworking 
that primary space topped the to-do list. 
“We knew we needed a new kitchen when 
we moved in,” says Nina. The room didn’t 
suit the house very well, and a 1980s-era 
renovation had created an incongruous 
two-story space with a prominent metal 
spiral stairway at the back of the house. 
But by the time they were finally ready to 
tackle that project some 10 years after they 
moved in, their list had grown beyond just 
the kitchen.

Finding an architect to help them overhaul 
several rooms and bathrooms was easy. They had 
met Stuart Cohen and JuUe Hacker, whose epony
mous architectural firm operates out of Chicago, 
at the Montessori school both families’ children 
attended. “We saw a few of their other projects, 
we liked their work, and we thought it would be

OPPOSfTl: The dining room houses an Eastiake side
board, which became the inspiration for the new kitchen 
cabinets. RIGHT: Original details and an inviting palette 

give the Queen Anne ctouble house a welcoming visage.
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sideboard became the inspiration for the 
cabinets. “The starting point was a serv
ing piece in their dining room, which 
had a grooved horizontal detail on the 
drawers,” says Stuart. Nina appreciated 
this tailored approach. “Not only is it 

but it’s custom for you, reflect-

nice to work with them,” says Nina.
PlU MlUtTS: Kitchen: 3x6tile in Pumice, 
Waterworks; Calcutta gold marble counter, 
Marble & Granite Supply Illinois; Butcher block 
island, Grothouse Lumber & Pine Carpentry; Rrft- 
cut custom cabinets and stainless steel cabinet 
design, Stuart Cohen & Julie Hacker Architects 
(design) and Paoli Woodwork (build); Precision 
double-bowl stainless sink, Blanco; Pull-down 
faucet, Franke; Microwave drawer, Dacor; Glass- 
door refrigerator, Sub-Zero; Pot rack, Urban 
Archaeology. Main Hallway: William Morris 
"Pear & Pomegranate” wallpaper, Sanderson. 
Powder Room: C.F.A.Voysey "Stag" wallpaper, 
J.R. Burrows & Company; Royale mixer faucet, 
Herbeau; Schoolhouse light. Rejuvenation; 
Vintage sconces, Etienne Vintage Home & 
Lighting; Caxton undermount sink, Kohler. 
Master Bath: 3x6 wall tile and basketweave floor 
tile. Waterworks; Custom vanity and mirrors, 
Stuart Cohen & Julie Hacker Architects; Etoile 
deck-mounted tub filler, Waterworks; Royale 
mixer faucets, Herbeau; Caxton undermount 
sinks, Kohler; Traditional glass knobs and pulls. 
Restoration Hardware; Vintage sconces, Etienne 
Vintage Home & Lighting. Library: Belladonna 
Lily paint, Benjamin Moore.

Kitchen Vision
Julie and Stuart’s first concern was get
ting a handle on the couple’s goals. 
“We really try and understand who our 
clients are, what they’re looking for, 
and what their tastes are,” says Stuart. 
“And with remodeling, the starting 
point is always the existing house.”

The next step was the very mechan
ical process of measuring every element 
in the kitchen. “They measured exhaus
tively so they could put it on computer 
systems,” says Nina. Consequently, every 
time Nina and Russell wanted a change 
in a cabinet, Stuart and Julie would have 
a diagram to show them.

To create a design for the kitchen 
cabinets, the architects asked the home- 
owners to show them their favorite 
pieces of furniture. Thus, an Eastlake

custom,
ing other things that you like in life, so 
it feels very comfortable,” she says.

Because counter space was at a 
premium in the old kitchen, Nina and 
Russell wanted an island; Nina request
ed that it have a butcher block coun
tertop to make preparing meals easier. 
Stuart and Julie selected an end-grain 
wood in a checkerboard patrern and 
softened it with a profiled edge. “The 
island gives the whole kitchen a good 
presence,” Julie says.

Beyond the island stands a custom 
oversized hutch. “One challenge was 
how to divide the kitchen and family
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CLOCKWISE FROM
LEFT: The kitchen's

center island is soft
ened by a butcher

block tc^ with profiled
edges. An oversized

custom hutch helps to
separate the kitchen

and family room while
allowing plenty of

light to fill both spaces.
Beside the refrigerator.

a tambour door hides
a de^ and workspace.

room, bring in light, and have it feel con
tained while making it feel like one space,” 
says Julie. “We designed a really big hutch 
element that divides the two spaces.” The 
piece’s traditional lines help it to blend in. 
“Nina and Russell love their house, and 
wanted the work to look like it went with 
the house,” says Stuart.

Because the double house has 
windows along its communal wall, the 
architects also created a bank of stainless 
steel—refrigerators and a built-in desk with 
a tambour door—to help brighten up the 
space. (As an added bonus, the desk’s roll- 
down closure helps to hide work clutter.)

Stuart and Julie also removed the spi
ral stairs, replacing them with a more tradi
tional staircase along the wall, and restored 
the ceiling in the family room, effectively 
creating a new room—a library—upstairs 
in what used to be the stair landing. Nina 
and Russell greatly enjoy these reworked

spaces. “The kitchen and family room— 
which used to be the coldest rooms in the 
house, prior to restoring the ceiling—are 
now where I spend a great deal of time,” 
says Russell.

ABOVE: The dawfr>ot tub is original to the 
house, its feet painted to match the accent in the 
basketweave floor. Marble wall tiles add to the 
luxurious feel. BELOW; Lights are mounted on 
mirrors that mimic the transom above the door.

Master Plans
Turning attention to the master bath
room, the design plans aimed for a spa
cious feel. “Julie and Stuart spent a lot of 
time making sure the master bath felt big 
enough,” says Nina. Reusing an original 
clawfoot tub from one of the kids’ bath
rooms was a no-brainer. “There’s a curv
ing bay that sort of sticks out on the front 
of the house, and we thought that was a 
natural for a freestanding tub,” says Julie. 
“When Julie and Stuart showed us the 
drawings for the bathroom, we knew the 
old tub would stay,” adds Russell.

Other tricks that make the master 
bath feel luxurious include a backsplash

no
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ABOVE: The Empire lines of a hutch in the living room helped inspire the design of the one in the 
kitchen, particularly its feet LEFT; A modest powder room was made to feel larger with the addi
tion of a solid, Victorian-Inspired built-in vanity and a mirror that travels all the way to the ceiling. 
Reproduction Voysey wallpaper adds a whimsical touch.

break down the scale of the room.
For Stuart and Julie, scale is some

thing to be manipulated. Downstairs 
in the powder room, a thoughtfully 
designed vanity topped by a to-the- 
ceiling mirror makes a tiny bathroom 
feel bigger. “It was so small and claustro
phobic before; now it seems luxurious,” 
says Nina.

The main stairs were another 
of consultation. While no design

of Calcutta gold marble, and some fancy 
trimwork that re-created the door’s 
transom window out of mirrors above 
the sinks. Recessed toe kicks on the 
vanity make it easy to stand close to 
the sinks, and also impart the sense 
of quality built-in furnishings. Drawers 
are accented by glass pulls. “Once the 
cabinetry is in place, we bring out a 
selection of hardware to show our cli
ents the scale so they can see what will 
actually work,” says Stuart.

Vintage lights, mounted on the mir
rored "transoms,” add vintage charm 
and were scored by Nina at a favorite 
local store. A marble basketweave floor 
also adds a rich visual texture and helps

area
changes were needed, Stuart and Julie 
encouraged bringing the woodwork 
back to its natural finish and adding a 
period-inspired wallpaper. Nina settled 
on a William Morris print from 1885, 
“Fruit or Pomegranate.” Stuart advised
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LEFT; Stripping layers of paint
restored original details to the main
stairweli, whiie the Wiiiiam Morris
wailpaper heips unify the tower
ing space. ABOVE: The library is a
bonus room created when a floor.
removed during a previous hom
eowner's renovation, was returned
to its proper place. A recyded radia
tor helps authenticate the space.

Foil Morh Iniormation:
Benjamin Moore: benJaminmoore.com
Blanco: blancoamerica.com
Dacor; dacor.com
Etienne Vintage Home & Lighting:

(847) 475-2300
Franke: franke.com
Grothouse Lumber & Fine Carpentry:

glumber.com
Herbeau: herbeau.com 
J.R. Burrows & Company: burrows.com 
Kohler: kohler.com 
Marble & Granite Supply Illinois: 

marbie-granites.com 
Paoli Woodwork: (847) 928-2630 

Rejuvenation: reJuvenation.com 
Restoration Hardware: restoration 

hardware.com
Sanderson: sanderson-uk.com 

Stuart Cohen & Julie Hacker Architects: 
cohen-hacker.com 

Sub-Zero: subzero-wolf.com 
Urban Archaeology: urbanarchaeoiogy.com 
Waterworks; waterworks.com

continuing it through the first part of 
the hallway, where it naturally stops at 
an archway. “The design of the paper 
makes corners fade away, and you feel 
transported to a different place, like in 
Where the Wild Things Are,” says Nina.

In the end, the project—which won 
an award for best sensitive addition/ 
alteration from the city of Evanston—is 
one that everyone feels proud of. “Nina 
just loves her house, and when we were 
painting and re-plastering, she was ada

mant about keeping the bumps and the 
character of the house. She wanted it 
to have a patina,” says Julie. The house 
succeeds at masterfully blending old 
and new.

For Russell, the project was a success 
t)n many levels. “My goal was to create a 
space that made me smile every time I 
walked in,” he says. “1 also like knowing 
that we have helped maintain a beautiful 
house so it can be passed on to the next 
owner, whenever that happens to be.” ^
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DISCOVER THE CHARM o/Early New England Homes

0 J750s style cape homeur
building system boasts beautiful

timbered ceilings, a center
chimney, wide board floors and

custom, handmade features in

the convenience and efficiency

of a new home.

Our model is open:
Mon-Fri 8-4:30, Sat 9-3

Early New England
Homes’
bycounOT cirpc«cn.iBC.

. Bolton, CT 860.643.II48
EarlyNewEnglandHomes.com

Antiques Show • House Tours • Book Signings • Craft Demonstrations • Small Group Discussions •
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sArts £r Crafts ^Shferehce and Antiques Show
Park Inn Resort and Spa • Asheville, NC • Feb. 22-24, 2013 

Contact Bruce Johnson at (828) 628-1915 • arts-craftsconference.com
CA

• Workshops • Contemporary Craftsfirms Show • Educational Exhibits • Books, Magazines & More
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Kroduct bnowcase advertisement

Allied Vifindow, Inc.

The Culbertson Mansion cried out for *invisible 
storm windows'-with bent glass for the Queen 
Anne turret windows. Allied Window answered 
the call. Interior or exterior applications, custom 
colors, special shapes, and special glazing are 
all routine. Our abilities meet the needs of the 
professional in the field or the homeowner-for 
the conventional to the extraordinary. 
800-445-5411; www.invisiblestorms.com
Circle 006 on Free Information Card

Abatron
BestBond® Crack Repair fills and repairs 
cracks in concrete. Its added flexibility, 
about 25 percent elongation, helps prevent 
recracking due to seasonal temperature 
changes. It is an epoxy compound conve
niently packaged in a single cartridge. 
800-445-1754; www.abatron.com

Alameda Shade Shop

Custom Roller Shades
Old-fashioned roller shades to fit your style of 
home. Many patterns to choose from. Finest 
wood rollers and classic materials are used in 
our roller shades. Personal attention to details. 
510-522-0633; www.shadeshop.com
Circle 005 on Free Information CardCircle 003 on Free Information Card

American Building 
Restoration Products, Inc.
ABR WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner™ is a tem
porary cleaning coating designed to remove 
soot, dirt and grime from your fireplace. 
Apply, let it dry and peel the dirt away. The 
creamy, opaque color allows for an even and 
"easy to see” application. May be used on 
interior and exterior surfaces, and requires 
NO WATER in its application or removal. 
800-346-7532; vsiww.abrp.com
Circie 007 on Free informatiwi Card

American Restoration Tile
American Restoration Tile is a custom ceramic tile 
manufecturing company. We specialize in repro
ducing the tiles of the past to fecilitate restora
tion of historically significant buildings and resi
dences. Visit our vsrebsite for more information. 
501-455-1000; www.restorationtile.com

Orde 009 on Free Information Card

Authentic Designs

Crafted in solid brass, the original of this circa 
1800 Pennsylvania shaded pendant light 
is housed in New York City's Metropolitan 
Museum of Art. Authentic Designs produces 
entirely hand built 18th and 19th century and 
custom lighting of any era in a converted mill 
in Vermont for three generations. 
800-844-9416; www.AuthenticDesigns.com 

Circle 011 on Free Information Card

ARSCO
Elegant, low-cost custom radiator enclosures 
and baseboard covers proven to save energy. 
Several great styles and fast delivery on all sizes. 
Powder coated;6 standard colors, unlimited cus
tom colors.
800-543-7040 or 513-385-0555; 
www.BeautifulRadiators.com
Circle 002 on Free Information Card

Ann Wallace

Old fashioned windows treatments and home 
textiles, stencilled, embroidered or plain.
Styles for 18th century, Victorian or Arts & Crafts 
homes. Please view our extensive 
selection of designs on line.
213-614-1757; wwwannwallace.com
Cirde 010 on Free Information Card
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Product Showcase
Cape Cod Lanterns 
Handcrafted brass and 
copper wall lanterns, 
post lanterns, hanging 
lights, sconces, land
scape lighting, and 
chandeliers. Also solid 
Western red cedar 
lampposts. UL listed.Bendheim Cabinet Glass

Breathe new life into existing cabinets. Elegant 
decorative glass inserts from Bendheim Cabinet 
Glass, available for purchase online, cut-to-size 
and ready to install,
800-221-7379;
www.bendheimcabinetglass.com

Bucks County Soapstone
Soapstone is a simple contributor to its environ
ment never dominating the scene. This slant 
front hand-built sink is accessorized with our 
recessed and runnels combination drainboard. 
215-249-8181; www.BCSoapstone.com

877-794-5337;
design.capecodlanternscom 
Orde 012 on Free Information CardCircle 050 on Free Information Card

rr

Chicone Cabinetmakers
Offering the highest quality custom kitchen 
cabinets available—we will exceed your 
expectations with an attention to detail that 
only three generations of cabinetmakers 
can achieve.
607-535-6560;
www.chiconecabinetmakers.com 
Cirde 016 on Free information Card

Classic Rock Face Block
American company still producing Rock Face 
Concrete Blocks for new construction or repairs 
to foundations or house walls ca. 1895-1930. 
Cast from original molds, block options include: 
standard Classic at 8x8x16 inches; Panel Blocks 
at 8x8x16, and at 8x8x24 block. 
727-480-6768; www.classicrockfaceblock.com
Orde 018 on Free Information Card

Classic Gutter System 
Classic Gutter Systems offer a complete half 
round gutter system in copper, aluminum 
and Galvalume including an extensive selec
tion of cast fascia and downspout brackets. 
269-665-2700; www.classicgutters.com
Cirde 017 on Free Information Card

Crestview Doors
Timeless classics from the 20s and beyond. 
Crestview Doors has the right design for 
your house, too. Dealers in more than 
20 cities nationwide.
866-454-6302; www.crestviewdoors.com

Climate Seal
For nearly 30 years the Climate Seal™ storm 
window system has built a reputation for 
being the most effective and versatile storm 
window system on the market.
877-773-7379; www.climateseal.com
Circle 019 on Free Information Card Circle 023 on Free Information Card
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Custom Ornamental Iron Works
North America's largest fabricator and distrib
utor of wrought iron, ornamental iron, and 
aluminum gate and stair components since 
1974. Contaa Custom Ornamental Iron Works 
for all of your project needs.
866-464-4766; www.customironworks.com 
Qrde 024 on free Information Card

Decorators Supply
Est. 1883. 13,000 applied ornaments. 
Hand cast plaster rosettes, crown 
and complete plaster ceiling designs. 
Hundreds of periodic capitals and brack
ets in numerous sizes.
800-792-2093; www.decoratorssuppty.com
Circle 025 on Free Information Card

Crown Point Cabinetry
Crown Point Cabinetry handcrafts the finest 
quality custom cabinetry for your entire home. 
Period styles irtciude Shaker, Arts & Crafts, 
Early American, Victorian, Transitional and 
Contemporary. Available direct nationwide. 
800-999-4994; www.crown-point.com

Franmar Chemical
Imagine stripping the finish off of the kitchen 
cupboards while the family is eating in the 
same room. No problem with the all-natural 
Soy-Gel*, the paint ar^d urethane remover 
made from soybeans. No odor, environmen
tally safe, and can remove multiple layers with 
only one application.
800-538-5069; w/ww.franmar.com

Eco-Strip
Speedheater Infrared Paint Remover 
Restore painted and varnished old floors, 
doors, trimwork and windows back to their 
natural beauty. In one heating application, 
these coverings are stripped efficiently, 
safely and cleanly.
703-476-6222; www.eco-strip.com
Circle 028 on Free Information Card

Durham's Rock Hard Water Putty
Repair wood and plaster with Durham's Rock 
Hard Water Putty. It can be sawed, chiseled, 
polished, colored, and molded. Durham's 
sticks, stays put, and will not shrink. Fill cracks, 
crevices, joints, knotholes, and nail holes.
515-243-0491; www.waterputty.com
Orde 027 on Free Information Card Circle 029 on Free Information Card

Goddard Spiral Stairs
Small, friendly company that custom-builds 
spiral stairs to customer's specifications, 
from original steel to all wood or any com
bination of the two. Interior models as well 
as exterior. Your stair can be built in compli
ance with building code, or something more 
economical for a limited amount of useable 
space. High quality, economical pricing. 
800-536-4341; www.spiral-staircases.com
Circle 032 on Free Information Card

George Yonnone Restorations
Timber frame restoration since 1970. Sill 
replacement: structural timber repair; jack
ing, leveling, squaring; project management; 
pre-purchase consultations. Sen/ing America's 
colonial and civil war-era homes, barns, and 
log cabins. Nationwide service, traditional 
New England quality.
413-441-1478; www.gyrestorations.com
Circle 031 on Free Information Card

Garbers Crafted Lighting
Country/Primitive Ceiling Fans
Tinware, chandeliers, sconces, flush mounts,
kitchen island, and lots more to make your
country home complete. Direct from crafter.
Dept OHJl/13
866-856-2317;
www.garbefs-CTaftedlighting.com 

Circle 030 on Free Information Card
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Product Showcase

Historic Housefitters Co.
Handmade 18th century period light
ing in black copper, copper, brass or tin. 
Handforged reproduction iron floor 
lamps, kitchen racks, thumblatches, 
mortise locks, strap and HL hinges 
and much more.
All made by American craftsmen.
800-247-4111; www.historichousefrtters.com

Harris House Antique Lighting
Carefully restored original light fixtures from the 
late 1800s to the mid 1930s, re-wired and ready 
for installation. View our ever changing collec
tion online—we're happy to ship anywhere. 
902-532-7877; www.harrishouseartcom

Heritage Lanterns
Meticulously handcrafted reproductions 
of 18th and early 19th century lights. 
Made to order in a variety of styles, sizes, 
and metal finishes.
800-544-6070; www.heritagelanterns.com
Circle 034 on Free Information CardCirde 033 on Free Information Card

King's Chandelier
Chandeliers, sconces, and candelabra, direct 
since 1935. Elegant 17th-, 18th-, and 19th- 
century crystal reproductions and original 
designs. Styles include traditional, all crystal 
lighting as well as hand-polished brass and 
crystal Victorian reproductions.
336-623-6188; www.chandeliercom
Circle 038 on Free Information Card

Innerglass Window Systems 
Custom glass interior storm windows for 
energy conservation and soundproofing. An 
interior storm that outperforms almost any 
replacement, yet maintains the integrity and 
beauty of your historic house. Invisible from 
the outside. Perfect for screened porches, too. 
800-743-6207; www.stormwindows.com
Circle 037 on Free Information Card

HydeTools
Sanding drywali? Protect your furniture and 
your lungs with a HYDE* Dust-free Sander. 
Attaches to your shop-style vac. Seeing is 
believing. Watch the video at hydetools.com 
or youtube.com/hydetools.
800-872-4933; www.hydetools.eom
Circle 036 on Free Information Card
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Cape Cod Wood Stove 
LopI introduces the cleanest burning, large, 
cast iron stove in the world. The Cape Cod™ 
features elevated craftsmanship and styling 
and cutting edge Hybrid-Fyre™ technology 
that combines advanced combustion with 
catalytic assist for an ultra-efficient wood 
stove. 800-654-1177; www.Lopistoves.com 
Orcle 058 on Free Information Card

Newstamp Lighting Corp, Est. 1939
Manufacturers of exquisite lighting meticulously 
handcrafted. Colonial to Arts & Crafts lighting 
styles. Custom, restoration, and repair work done 
to your specifications.
508-238-7071; www.newstamplighting.com

MetalCeilingExpress
Metalceilingexpress, custom manufacturer of 
tin ceiling tiles. American made tin ceiling 
tiles in 35 patterns with more than 40 colors 
to choose from.
941 -723-2288; www.metalceilingexpress.com
Cirde 040 on Free Information Card Orcle 043 on Free information Card
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The Period Arts Fan Company
The Period Arts Fan Company was founded 
to develop authentic ceiling fans true to the 
iate nineteenth and early twentieth-century 
architectural, interior and product design 
movements.
888-588-3267; www.periodarts.com 
Circle 047 on Free Irtformation Card

OverBoards
OverBoards offers heavy-duty, solid extruded 
aluminum covers for baseboard heat units. 
They’re made to complement your home's clas
sic architectural details.
800-835-0121; www.go-overboard.com

Plain Jane Shop
Each of our "Heirloom Lampshades at Plain Jane 
Prices" are all handmade by our family. Any fab
rics can be used on any shades, including your 
fabrics. Visit our unique web site!
870-219-1117; www.plainjaneshopcom

Orcle 004 on Free Information Card
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The Reggio Register Company
Attractive, heirloom quality, cast iron, brass, 
aluminum and steel grilles. Historic and con
temporary designs for forced air and high 
velocity systems available in a huge selection 
of sizes and materials.
800-880-3090; www.reggiOTegister.com

Circle 049 on Free Information Card

Sheldon Slate Products
Minesandmanufacturesslateproductsincluding 
roofing slate, sinks, counters, floor tile, and mon
uments. Business from earth to finished product. 
Custom work a specialty.
207-997-3615; wwwiheldonslate.com

Specification Chemicals
The Nu-Wal system restores cracked waits and 
ceilings by embedding a fiberglass mat with 
#2500 acrylic saturant, Nu-Wal is approved 
for lead encapsulation.
800-247-3932; www.nu-wal.com
Circle 053 on Free Information CardCircle 051 on Free Information Card

V ",

Victorian Lighting Works
Authentic reproductions by Victorian Lighting 
Works, Inc, recapture the cheti^ed beauty 
at a fraction of the prices for antique fixtures. 
Backed by more than thirty years of experience, 
we meticulously handcraft each piece of solid 
brass. Each chandelier and sconce incorporates 
custom-cast ornaments and features. 
www.vlworks.com
Circle 061 on Free Information Card

Victorian Lighting, Inc.
Extensive collection of antique lighting 
from 1840-1930 including lamps, hanging 
fixtures and wall sconces. Expertly restored 
and rewired. Kerosene, gas and early electric 
Quality that will last a lifetime. Antique lighting 
established in Kennebunk 1983.
207-985-6868; www.victorianlightinginc.com 
Cirde 060 on Free Information Card

Turn of the Century Lighting
Metkuiously restored circa 1880Victorian petite 
converted gasolier with cast open work center 
body with serpent and scroll details.
Attributed to McKenney & Co. $2,650.
888-527-1825; www.tocl.ca
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Flooring Showcase

IF

A.E. Sampson & Son Ltd.
The Sampsons have specialized in solid wood 
flooring, paneling and stair parts for three 
decades. We offer well-managed, mature 
growth, antique and reclaimed woods. Floors 
are milled in Maine by trusted family craftsmen, 
a good fit for green building. A broad selection of 
species, grades, widths and lengths are available. 
800-769-6196; www.aesampsonandson.com

Cirde 001 on Free Information Card

I'l-'

Wall Words
Decorate with WALL WORDS 
Easy-to-apply rub-on transfers for walls and mir
rors! Preview your phrase, check the lengths, 
colors and fonts before buying online, for 30% 
OFF enter OHJ1212. Free Catalog 
888-422-6685; www.wallwords.com
Circle 063 on Free Information Card

Carlisle Wide Plank Floors
Our craftsmen can recreate centuries-old looks 
with a variety of handmade surface treatments 
including hand-scraped, watermill, hit or miss, 
brushed and footworn.
800-595-9663; www.wideplankflooring.com

Circle 013 on Free Information Card

!
tI Ml

I MUft
I

-s
I\

4

Western Spindle
Specializing in custom and reproduction 
porch rail, spindles (balusters), and other 
millwork, especially for Victorian-style 
architecture. Available in premium exterior 
wood or high density polyurethane. 
888-459-9965; www.westernspindle.com
Circle 065 on Free Information Card

Chestnut Specialists
Antique remilled plank flooring of chest
nut, oak, or pine, and hand hewn antique 
posts and beams. All flooring wood is hand 
selected, kiln dried, then remiiled to cus
tomer specifications.
860-283-4209; www.chestnutspec.eom

Carlson’s Barnwood Company
Reclaimed antique flooring in oak, pine, and 
other species. Barnwood planks and beams. 
800-734-5824; www.carlsonsbarnwood.com

Circle 014 on Free Information Card

Housatonk Hardwoods 
Providing affordable wide plank flooring and 
stair treads nationwide for more than 20 years! 
White Oak • Red Oak • Cherry • Maple • Walnut
• Ash • Hickory • Birch ♦ Eastern White Pine
• Yellow Pine • New Heart Pine • Antique Oak 
■ Antique Chestnut • Heart Pine • Exotics.
Rift and Quartered Available 
800-924-5684; wwwJlhardwoods.com

Craftsman Lumber
Providing custom-milled, wide-plank floor
ing, paneling, and wainscot to architects, 
contractors and homeowners since 1974. 
Eastern white pine up to 26".
978-448-5621; www.craftsmanlumber.com

Conklin's Authentic Barnwood
Create a sense of warmth and elegant tradi
tion in any room with recycled products from 
Conklin’s. From flooring to beams, let Conklin's 
help you turn your dreams into reality. 
570-465-3832; www.conklinsbarnwood.com

Orde 020 on Free Information Card Cirde 022 on Free Information Card
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Old Wood Workshop

Since 1991, the Old Wood Workshop has 
offered original and re-sawn saivaged 
antique flooring in chestnut, oak and pine 
plus other vintage building materials. 
Inventory Is updated frequently (online and 
by email; subscribe on our 'website). 
860655-5259; www.oldwoodworkshop.eom
Circle 045 on Free Information Card

Sutherland Welles Ltd.*

Manufacturers of pure, low toxic Polymerized 
Tung Oil finishes for wood or any porous sur
face. Create a hand-rubbed "Old World" patirra 
on new wood with vintage colors or restore an 
aged surfece. Easy to apply and maintain. 
800-522-1245; www.turrgalfinish.com
Cifde 055 on Free Information Card

Scan nir Video
www.GorillaToaghjmm

1-800-966-3458

▼Circle 062 on Free Information Card

Sylvan Brandt
We've been supplying antique flooring since 
1960. Our flooring is either reclaimed from old 
houses or is sawn from vintage beams, and cap
tures the natural beauty and patina from wood 
that may have been demolished.
Family owned since 1910.
717-626-4520; www3ylvanbrandt.eom
Circle 056 on free Information Card

Velvit Oil
An interior wood finish that stains fills, seals, 
protects, and beautifies all in one coat Apply 
to ftjmiture, paneling, antiques, floors, doors, 
woodwork, picture frames, cutting boards and 
gun stocks. Easy to repair if surfece is damaged. 
920-722-8355; www.v^lvitproductscom

Circle 059 on Free Information Card

WoodCareUSA LLC
WoodCare USA is the exclusive importer 
of WOCA oil finishing products. WOCA oil 
finishing systems of Denmark penetrate and 
harden to achieve a very wear-resistant finish, 
which is easily applied and maintained and is 
not nearly as sensitive to scratches and wear as 
a urethane finish. If done properly, will prevent 
a wood floor from ever having to be sanded. 
800-242-8160; wwwwoodcareusa.com
Cycle 066 on Free Information Card

Wateilox
Let Wood Be Beautiful- Timeless handcrafted 
finishes made from resin-modified Turtg oiL 
Provides beauty and protection for all wood 
projects including floors, countertops, doors, 
woodwork, and wood crafts. 90% of the finish 
is composed of renewable, natural resources. 
Family owned since 1910. 
www.waterlox.com
Cirde 064 on Free Information Card
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Circle 009 on Free Information CardT Circle 002 on Free Information CardT

AMERICAN RESrORAHON fILE
Manufacturer of Custom Historical Tile

IGfijIi HrHiuoUel
Ujhtiiig'o
Htllcrtst
Outdoor
Lantern

r;
LC

Elegant custom-made radiator 
enclosures in 3 classic grill styles, 
6 standard powder-coated colors.

Plus:

1 .

CRArrsMAn
■ LIGHTS ■ FREE $25.00 

Visa Gift CardWebsite of Craftsman, 
Mission, Mica & 

Tiffany Lamps & Lighting 
Fixtures _

->(*•
with any order-a*-

EXCLUSIVE:
• Secure on-line ordering
• Best radiator enclosure prices
• Custom colors & features, too

-»**

=4e a#c

QuoizefLI^htin^'s 
Stephen Geometric ^ 
Mleieion Table Lamp

^ 3^ 1

1* HEXAGON - 3/4’ SQUARE 
SUBWAY TILES 

BASKETWEAVE - SPIRAL 
ALL OTHER HISTORICAL SIZES

fSi,
thebrightspot.lcom

^00^7M^0^26 I ri--
Division o( ARSCO Manufaciuring. CIncinnstl. Ohio '

WWW.RESTORATIONTILE.COM 
(501) 455.1000 800.543.7040

www.BeautifuLRadiators.com GiftCard.html

2 Special Issues

for One Low Price!

ts-^-

The Old-House Guide
is your ultimate 

restoration resource.
Kitchen Classics

is the essential guide for 
creating your own 

classic kitchen!
To order go to

OldHouseOnline.com/cofTibo 
or call 800.850.7279.

KITCHEN
CLASSICS
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▼Circle 023 on Free Information Card▼Circle 048 on Free Information Card

Doors & Awnings for Your Period RestorationTin Roof 
Restoration

The Space Age Solution
for Weathe^roofing 

Historic Roofs
Acryraax* Coatings and 
Systems help you restore, 
beautify, and protect a 
variety of historic roof 
types, as well as masonry 
and stucco walk A long- 
lasting, environmentally 
safer alternative to other 

systems. Acrymax systems are easy to s^ly 
and come in a variety of colors. Call today for 
a free brochure on the Acrylic system tough 
enough to step leaks cold.

Preservation 
Products, inc. ICISESTVIEW

^DOORSPrxicecting Ammca'j hfrit<ige, 
one iandmorfc at o time.

1-800-553-0523 www.CrestviewDoors.com221 Brooke Street • Media, PA 19063 
610-565-5755 • Fax:610-891-0834 

ww'w-preservatkxiproducts.com 866454-6302Solid Oak Easy-Up Awning The “Throckmorton” DoorIHe Kh

▼Circle 026 on Free Information Card

CUSTOM LETTERED 
BRONZE PLAQUES mFor Your
HISTORIC HOME

I

ERIE LANDMARK 
COMPANY AMERICANA

800-269-5697 NNational Register plaques 
Medallions to 

Roadside Markers
w w vv. s h u 11 e r b 1 i n d s. c o 111

BAY WtNDOWS ARE MADE FOR SHUTTERS
AUTHENTIC DESIGN • FREE MEASURE GUIDE • FREE BROCHURE

Call for 
FREE Brochure

800-874-7848 SHOW OFF YOUR WINDOWS WITH LOW MAINTENANCE HIGH QUALITY CUSTOM 
FABRICATED LOUVERED SHUTTERS DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR READY TO

INSTALL IN4T0 6 WEEKS. CALL FOR DETAILS AND COST oiij/jw2aiiWWW.ERIELANDMARK.COM
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Circle 011 on Free Information CardT Circle 052 on Free Information CardT

shuttercraft.comCHANDELIER
CH-270

VERMONT HANDMADE
EARLY AMERICAN

mortise & tenon exterior cedar shutters 
any size - any style - unfinished or painted

LIGHTING

1 II
I

Authentic Designs

West Rupert VT 05776 
800 844-9416

wwwjiutbenticDesigHS.com
Call (203) 245-2608 - Madison, CT
Interior & Exterior Shutter Types in all Sizes 
Free Brochure - Family Owned - Made In USA

Circle 022 on Free Information CardT

FLOORiNG PANELiNG WAiNSCOTiNG

WIDE BOARDS FOR FINE WORK r
Whether you 're an architect, a builder or a humble homeowner, 

we offer a fine selection of wide pine, native hardwoods 
and reclaimed antique woods custom milled for your historic - 

restoration, renovation or new building projects.
f ^

I Wood Tumings for Porches & Stairways
'' >SlockHCatnDesips«AiXktricRt;kitiusaPniaptQa^ScrTke<PINE TO 30" WIDE OAK TO 18" WIDE

mani
•F«tb has • fabstes • Nt weir • • ly^ • Huirail •CRAFTSMAN LU.Ni^aa- . 

COMPANY. INC.
BOX 222. 436 MAHi^-.

LUMBERICOM P A N Y feSF’ v4.
u^AFTSMANUJMBF^CO^

•Lesglksllsliral •rreBnckin* 9s g Fum-am
^ E-M- afoM^iiLan 
H nv.ca^M.CMi
* rnEimi^SmSifi^tSI m
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▼Circle 012 on Free Information Card ▼Circle 015 on Free Information Card

▼Circle 019 on Free Information Card ▼Circle 007 on Free Information Card

The WATERiESS SolutionClimate t/Preserving 
America's 
Historic 

Properties 
ana Their 

Windows!ft

• Magnetic interior storm 
wincJow for maximum 
efficiency and easy removal!

• Helps maintain the integrity 
d improves the efficiencyan

of your existing windov/s.
• 40-60% improved thermal 

efficiency.
• Rapid payback through 

energy cost savings.
• Elimination of drofts and 

condensation.
• 50-80% sound reduction 

from the exterior.
mi • Filters harmful ultra-violet 

light to protect ogainst sun 
domoge and fading.

• Custom colors, shapes and 
designs are the stondard.

• Extensive dealer & installer 
network available or DIY 
approved.

ABR’s WATERLESS Fireplace Cleaner is a temporary 
cleaning coaling design^ to remove dirt, soot, and 
contaminants, trapping them within the coating for 
easy collection and disposal. This removable mask 
requires NO WATER in its application or removal.
Applies like a thick paint - Allow to diy - Peel dirt and coating off

wij
American Building Restoration Products, Inc

800-346-7532 www.abrp.com877-773-7379
sales@climateseal.com • www.climateseal.com
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Historic Properties
SPOTLIGHT PROPERTY HISrrORIC PROPERTIES

Yijur Sourre for ami SrJIin*: UiKtonc f’nn>rrtit»

WWW. HistoricPr operties. com
WWW.HlSTORICPROPERTIES.COM 
The internet site for buying and selling historic 
prcperties—residential 
styles, all prices, all sizes—frcan rehab projects 
to completed mansions, anything 50 years or 
older, Online for more than 10 years with a 
wide variety of fantastic listings. On the web at 
www.HistoricPrcperties.com.

ccxnmercial, allor

PITTSBURGH, PA—"Baywood". a Landmark property situated on 1.8 acres, is 
a beautiful two-and-a-half story Victorian which has been restored to its original 
splendor. Magnificent woodwork, hand painted walls and ceilings, original stencil
ing duplicated firom entrance to third floor, and original hardwood floors. Updated 
kitchen and baths with much attention to original detail. VC^'aparound porch, par
tially enclosed for solarium. Casual living spaces on 3rd floor, fabulous views. A park 
setting within the city -an unusual opportunity. An historic treasure! $2,100.00 Kelly 
Meade, Howard Hanna -U2-36T4000 or kmeade@howardhanna.com

E-mail or call for prices for 
Historic Prcperties advertising 

Sharon Hinson or Marjorie Hinson 
c^j@histori cproperties.com

VIDALIA, GA—McLemore Cottage, OTTAWA, KS—Italianate villa built in 
circa 1864. Listed in the National Register 1887. Meticulously restored. Entry with
of Historic Races, this 3 bedroom, 1 bath, grand staircase and stained glass. Front par- 
1,872 sq.ft, cottage is in good condition lor fireplace with floral tiles; bay window; 
and requires only minor upgrades. The dining room fireplace with Wedgwood 
property includes 3.68 acres of land within tiles; Trent porti'ait tiles inset in door and 
2 miles of downtown Vidalia. May qualify window trim. Period style kitchen with 
for tax incentives. $85,000, Kate Ryan, Trent tiles incorporated in the backsplash- 
Programs Manager Preservation Services,
The Georgia Trust, 404-885-7817 or 
kryan@georgiatrust.org. georgiatrust.org

DE LEON SPRINGS, FL-The Mclnnis
House. Lovely 2-story Victorian in historic 
town. Once home of a colorful judge who 
performed bofli weddings and held court on 
the frcHit porch. Sits on about half an acre. 
Restoration has begun and needs to be com- 
plered. Thie original floore downstairs have 
been sanded and varnished The front living 
room has the original fireplace in working 
order. Near lakes, rivers, bike paths and 
parks. $79,900- Rick and Amy Witmore. 434- 
613-0900 or amyrick.wetmore@gmail.ccm.

es. 4.600 sq, ft. w/4 bedrooms. 1st floor 
bedroom and bath. 3rd floor studio. New 
garage. Large lot, $399,000. Bill Schleiter, 
Prestige Real Estate, 785-418-9156,

HIGH FALLS, NY—Enchanting prcperty 
with circa 1760 historic stcne house pius 4 
bedroom guest bam, profitably cperating as 
Captain Schocximakers Bed &. Breakfast ior

MAYWOOD, NJ—The Romeyn-Oldis- 
Brinkeiiicff House, circa 1800. Dutch sand- 
stcMie period home with sandstone smoke
house. An incredible piece of history in 
Bergen Ccxinty 8.5 miles to New York City! 30 years. Sited on 8.5 aaes with frcxitage on the
3,600 sq.ft., high ceilings, original woodwork. Coxing Kill Creek with 2 waterfalLs. Wthin
wide plank pine floors, oak parquet, and 2 hours New "York City Sale includes most 
4 fireplaces. County and state historical furnishings. Decor presents a channing concept 
registers. Updated mechanicals; energy effi- cfi I8th century country living. Owner rinanc- 
cient. $399.^. Victoria Healey Vikki Healey ing. 5695,000. Mary Ellen Hemming, 3Xfistwood 
Prcperties, 201-881-7900. vikkihealeycom Metes &. Bounds Realty Ltd, 845^67-0932.

LOUISBURG, NC-The Tempie Perry
Wlliamson Hou.se is an elegant plantatiOTi 
house in the historic district. Heme retains its 
historic grandeur, privacy and prominence. 
1.7-acre lustoric landscape. Fully restored and 
modernized Grand central hallway 13-foot 
ceilings, 5 original mantels, heart pine floors, 
marbleized baseboards, faux painted doors. 
2 additional historic structures on grounds.
$229,000. Paul Setliff, RE/MAX City Centre. 
919-637-7129. www.PaulSetliff.ccm
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Historic Properties

ORANGE COUNTY, NY-70 miles trom BIRDSBORO, PA—Architectural master- HUNTINGDON VALLEY, PA-Gorgeous
Manhattiui this original one room tamihouse piece by renowned architect Frank Furness, 
was settled by Palatine German immigrants Circa 1888, 13,700 sq.ft., 42 rooms. 16 
circa 1750. In time the house expanded to 12 bedrooms, 9 baths and 10 hand carved 
rocms of various architectures cn an oak post European fireplaces. 3 acres, zoning vari- 
&. beam frame and wideplank floors. The ance: bed and breakfast, restaurant, office, 
keeping rocsn. fireplace &. Dutch door entry private residence. Listed as one of the 21 
adjoins the kitchen with Jenn-Air appliances most noted homes in the world. The ulti- 
(Sl 6 burner gas stove &. grill. Master bedroom mate antique, Brooke Mansion is 95% origi- 
&- bath, 3 walk-in clcsets, 3 other bedrooms nal. Circular rosewood library; pocket doors. 
&L 2.5 bathrooms. $590,000. For sale by owner.

5 bedroom, 4.5 bath heme, circa 1715, is
located on a beautiful 3.5 acre lot and has
been renovated into the ultimate in luxury!
Gourmet kitchen with granite, custom cabi
netry. and tcp-of-the-line appliances. Master
suite with sitting room and balccxiy Spa- 
like master bath. Expansive wine cdlar. 10
gorgeous fireplaces. $1,650,000. Pam Butera,
Keller Williams Real Estate. 215-646-2900 or

1 hour west of Fhiladelphia. $1,900,000. 215-646-9200, www.ThePamButera'Ieam.com
815-793-7465. www,633ridgeburyroad.com 800-358-2290. www.brookemansion.com

PHILADELPHIA, PA-Stunning manor PHILADELPHIA, PA- 'Spring Bank" tells 
home by George Howe, circa 1919, who stories of our nation's history from 1730 to 
10 years later was to design tlie PSFS today. Notable owners: the Rittenhouse fam- 
Building, a modem masterpiece. Built for ily of papermaking fame; Quaker Samuel 
Benjamin llloway as livable family home to Mason-, John 'Welsh, Ambassador to Great 
include 6-7 bedrooms. 4.5 baths, and exqui- Britain. Frank Furness added architectural

RUSSELL, PA—The Locusts. Built by 
lumbennan Guy C. Irvine in 1835. In superb 
condition and (xi the National Register,
Georgian red brick, 2-story exterior with
unusual large bridged chimneys. Wide-
planked chestnut flexxs lying as flat and 
true as they were in 1835, with the interiorsite Arts & Crafts detail. Carriage house, 

stables, riding trail through 2.5 acres that
detail to the property in late 1800’s. Today’s
owner has restored the exterior and sensi- crown moldings, baseboards and wide win-

slope to Wissahickon Creek and parklands. tively enhanced the interior to create 
$1,200,000. Loretta Witt. Prudential Fox &. derful family home. $995,500. Loretta Witt, 
Roach, REALTORS. 215-248-6522,

dows in a Greek Revival style. Separatea won-
carriage house, 14 acres. 10 miles from Lake

Prudential Fox &. Roach, REALTORS. Chautauqua. Warren County's premierwww.lorettawitt.com 215-248-6522. www.lorettawirt.com property $400,000. 412-261-8902.

WESTFIELD, PA—Grandeur inside &. out HENDERSON’VILLE, TN-Hazel Path NEW MARKET, VA-Circa 1860 brick
Magnificent Victorian hesne built in 1890, 6 circa 1857, on the Naticxial Register. Income 
bedrocxns, 2 baths, gingerbread trim, domed producing property' currently law offices and 
turret, pocket doors, curved walls. 3-stoiy stiir- event hcxne. Civil War Landmark. 16' ceil- 
case & so much mere! Nice back yard with ings. poplar &. oak flooring, custexn staircase
water features & ganlen. $159,900. Call about built by Pulnian Company stained glass by
United Country’s Specialty Catalog featuring Tiffany Parisian chandeliers, pocket doors, 
vintage hcxnes, cJd mansions, farms and ranch- all original millwork and hardware. Near 
es steeped in histexy pJus other real estate with Old Hickory Lake and Nashville. $1,100,000. 
historic significance United Country; 800-999- Cheryl Bretz, Keller Williams, 615-822-8585 
1020, Ext 108. www.unitedcountry:c<m/^cid

home zcaied for business. 6 fireplaces, original 
doors &. windows, 2 batlis, hand carved stair
case and more. Detached brick garage, off 
street paved parking, brick stcrage building. 
High visibility $234,900. Call about United
Country's Specialty Catalc^ featuring vin
tage hcxnes and farms, grand old mansions.
and other real Ktate with historic signifi
cance. United Country 800-999-1020, Ext.

or cell: 615-969-5475. www.cherylbretz.ccm 108, www.unitedcounny.cOTi/c4d
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r a page i .trom history By Bo Sullivan

'A Combination Gym and Fun Room," How fo Plan Smart Basements, Armstrong Cork Company, 1949

Let the Games Begin
the project above, Armstrong proclaims that “much of the 
equipment can be built by the family handyman...shuffle- 
board, hopscotch, and tick-tack-toe courts are typical of the 
many games that can be laid right in the floor with the vari
ous colors of Armstrong’s Asphalt Tile.”

In fact, close inspection of the playroom paradise above 
reveals far more than a few built-in floor exercises. Among 
the activity options are boxing, tumbling, cycling, pommel 
horse, and archery—enough to train your tot for the Olym
pic Games (or maybe the Hunger Games). While it may still 
look like a gold-medal utopia to modern kids, we suspect 
that the grownups most excited by this exercise-room ex
travaganza today would be personal-injury lawyers. JSk

Bo Sullivan is the historian for Rejuvenation and the owner of 
Arcalus Period Design In Portland, Oregon. He is an avid collector 
and researcher of original trade catalogs.

ere’s a basement that’s a paradise for chil
dren—and lots of fun for the grownups, too!” 
touts a 1949 Armstrong brochure. After nearly 
two decades of depression and world conflict, 

postwar homeowners were indeed ready to play, with “smart 
basement” makeovers all the rage. New products like com
pact furnaces and modern washing machines (not to men
tion colorful resilient floors) were helping transform damp, 
dark cellars into creatively themed rooms for recreation, 
hobbies, and social gatherings.

Armstrong was anxious to transition from wartime 
production of “battleship linoleum,” artillery shells, and 
sound insulation for submarines into the consumer arena, 
and they played every angle to reach economically empow
ered housewives and their “honey-do” husbands with clever 
—and even kooky—DIY ideas for using their goods. For

H
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▼Circle 037 on Free Information Card ▼Circle 054 on Free Information Card

Sundial Wire
Cloth-Covered Electrical WireInnerglass' loterior Stonn Windows;

• MuDUlnrhschinnindbeiuc^cfyoui 
disiing windows

• Signifi^d7 reduce beanog and cooling bdls
■ Comptosioo-Ri to diniinaie drafts com(detdy 
‘ Gteady reduce outside noise
■ Are perfect for eodostog screen porclKs
• Sa« energy, save money and save liisioty!

new wire, UL listed 
□ver 20 styles, colors, gauges

rayon or cotton braid over PVC
mast are exclusive to Sundial

all wire made in USA
413-582-B9D9 FAX413-582-B9DBInner^lass' custserv@sundialwirB.cDm

M WinJow Systems. U.C

M TtKComprcssioD-fitAilTaBtage

1-800-743-6207 • www.stormwmdows.com

▼Circle 042 on Free Information Card ▼Circle 027 on Free Information Card

RADIATOR
sTcc'^ENCLOSURES
ALL

I From Any JobI
fOH Homes. OFFICeS, CHUHCHES, INSmUTtONS

MM II k. ■ 9
9. Use Durham’s Rock Hard Water Putty to fill cracks and holes, 

rebuild missing material, and mold new objects, it permanently 
adheres in wood, plaster, and tile without shrinking.
You can then saw, chisel, sand, polish, and color it.

The go-to solution of demanding craftsmen 
for more than 75 years. Available from hardware, 
lumber, building material, and paint dealers 
everywhere, waterputty.com 
Donald Durham Co. ^
Box 804-HJ. Des Moines, lA 50304

iTOTHisp

FROM $49.°°
l!

Hi l||^
‘W-i

BUY FACTORY DIRECT « SAVE • EASY TO ASSEMBLE 
MARY STYLES & COLORS • BAKEO ENAMEL FINISH 

Sand'I.OOforBrochunt. Rtfundabht wIthOrdar. ■i

MONARCH Dept OHJ E
P.O Box 326, 111 Kero Rd. Carlstadl, N.J, 07072 

(201) 507-5551 www.monarchrad.com

▼Circle 018 on Free Information Card
STATEMEST OF OWNERSHIP, MANACiEMEOT AND CIRCULATION As 
rejand uukttheKlcf/uj^ 12,19^ S^tkn 36SS, Tfete 39. United States Codes, i) 
Tde c^this piLdjliatun: OLD HOUSE JOURNAL 2) Piiidu^cn iWwr 0094-0178 
3) Rfing 9721/U 4) Frequency: Sx tunes i year in jaruiry; Maniv Stay, |ui)^ 
Septauba aaj November 5} Nurobo' issues pi^iGsbed ammfiy; Sat (5) 8} Aom^ 
&^ariptian Price (if net quaMed): $27J)0 ^ CoQ^^ mailing aicfaess ofkaowQ cAx 
dputticabon; 475 Sansume Street Sidle 830. S*o Pranraco, CA
941U. OxBKi Persia Saak Russo (41^) 591*1132 S) Cottfitfe MaUmg Address 
of Headquarter# or OenenI Buspess Ofike Pi^fab^r: Active Intfre^ Mede, 475 
Ssnsome Street ^uice&50> Sart ^aocbcOvCA 94111. 9) PulNanvsc^^jbUsherTtai 
Sdirei ner. 4125 U&yetie Center Dnve. Suite 100. OuniQy, VA X15I, Eifitor: Demetra 
Apo^oros, 4125 l^&yEfOe CeaRr Ddve, Suite 100. Oiendy. VA 20131. Mau{;ing 
EdilDc: dere MAittn. 4125 La&ycttc Ce«er Dn\«, Sutte 100. Oiandi% VA 20151, 10) 
Owner: Acthe Interest Meda. 300 N. CondnenuJ BHaL ^TitA 650» S S^uodo, CA 
9024S, 1!) Krvrvn BocKfiK^ders. and Other Security Hinders Ovroer cr

1 pcfcert
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Manufacturers of Historic Concrete Block
Restoration - Repair - New Construction

For Questions or 
Distributor Info 

Contact Us
of iDtol amount of bonds, mctog^es, or ocher SecunCies:

(727) 480-6768

Visit our website to receive an Estimate. We ship to the US and Canada
CLASSICROCKFACEBLOCK.COM

THE
DESIGNER

CRAFTSMEN
SHOW

classifieds
paint <Sl painting servicesOF

Greater Philadelphia

EVERYONE DREAMS IN COLOR
For thirty years, our exterior color 
schemes have made dreams come true. 
The Color People, 920 Inca Street, 
Denwt, CO 80204. 800-541-7174;
www.colorpeople.com

Ihe Greater Philadelphia
HISTORIC HOME SHOW

March 8-10, 2013
Valley Foige Convention Center 

Valley Foige, Pennsylvania
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remiiddling

Time Travels
Often, when owners aim to “improve” their home’s defining features, they for
get to stick to the timeline. Case in point: these two modest Colonial Revival 
houses on the same street. While one (at left) displays all the characteristics of 
its original storyline—entry steps banked by flat brick sidewalls, three matching 
upstairs windows, and a gracefully arched and columned entry portico accented 
by a centered pendant light—the other (at right) has had a narrative change. It 
exhibits an array of Art Deco features: steps with prominently curved sidewalls, 
a second-story glass block projection, and a modernistic entry with a cantilevered 
overhang and a door flanked by globe lights.

“The glass blocks would have been better suited to a different style of house,” 
contributor. We think that when their owners lose track of time, housessays our 

tend to appear out of order. ^

WIN $100: if you spot a classic example of remuddling, send us clear color prints or digital images. We'll give you $100 if your photos are 
published. The message is more dramatic if you include a picture of a similar unremuddled building. (Original photography only, please; 
no clippings. Also, we reserve the right to republish the photos online and in other publications we own.) Remuddling Editor, Old-House 
Journal, 4125 Lafayette Center Drive, Suite 100, Chantilly, VA 20151; or via email: OHJEditorial@homebuyerpubs.com.
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WARMING HOMES SINCE 1890

There once was a time when families spent the evening gathered happily around a warm name, not 
a television. Tlie Windsor Arch evokes this era, providing timeless beauty and bold craftsmanship.

As Victorian castings accompany polished chrome highlights, flames within radiate steady, 
heat for many years to come. Unique in design and function, the Windsor Arch combines modern 
technology with a subtle hint of distinction and elegance from a time once forgotten.

Learn more about the Windsor Arch and other Valor products by visiting - valorPireplaces.com.

even

THE ORIGINAL 
RADIANT GAS FIREPLACE
www.valorfireplaces.com



CROWPOINT
CABINETRY

NFine Quality Custom Cabinetry
Handcrafted For Your Entire Home

X7.

Custom. Period. €
Designed. Delivered. Direct.

800-999-4994 • www.crown-point.com


